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Configuring WINS Sewers and Replication

Partners

Configuring Replicati-on Pa.rtners

WINS sewers communicate among themselves to fully replicate their databases. ensuring that a

name registered with one WINS sewer is eventually repiica.ted to all other WINS servers within the
intemetwork. AI-I mapping changes converge within the replication period for the entire WINS
system, which is the maximum time for propagating changes to all WINS sewers All released
names are propagated to all WINS servers alter they become extinct. based on the interval

specified in WINS Manager.

Replication IS carried out among repriication partners, rather than each server replicating to all

other servers. In the following illustration, Servert has only Serrverz as a partner. but Server? has
three partners. So, for example, Sewerl gets all replicated iniormalion irom ServeI2. but Server2
gets infonn-ation from Sewerl, Sewers, and Sen/er4.

 
Replication Configuration Example for WINS Sewers

Ultimately, all replications are pulled from the other WINS servers on an intemetwork. but triggers

are sent by W-INS sewers to indicate when .a replication should be pulled. To achieve replication,
-each WINS sewer is a push partner or pull partner with at least one other WINS sewer. A pull

partner is a WINS sewer that pulls in database replicas from its push pa rlner by requesting and
than accepting replicas oi new database entries in order to synchronize its own database. A push

partner is a WINS sewer that sends notification of changes and then sends replicas to its pull
partner upon receiving a request. ‘When llhe servers pull partner replicates the information. it pulls
replicas by asking for all records with a higher version number than the last record stored from the
last replication for that server.

-Choosing whether to configure another WINS -server as a push partner or pull partner-depends on
several considerations. including the specific configuration of servers at your site, whether the

, artner is a-cross a wide area network (WNN), and how important it is to propagate the changes.

It Sewer2_ for example, needs to perform pull replications with ServerB. make sure it is a push

partner of Server3.

Ii Server2 needs to push replications to Sewers, it should be a pull partner of WINS ServerB_

Replication is triggered when a WINS sewer polls another sewer to get a replica. This can begin at
system startup and can also be at a specific time, and it -can then repeat at the time intewal

specified for periodic replition. Replication is also triggered when a WINS server reaches a
threshold set by the administrator, which is an update count for registrations and changes. in this
case, the sewer notifies its pull partners that it has reached this threshold, and the other servers

may then decide to pull replicas.
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To add a replication partner .fo'.r a WINS server

1. |Fronn the Sewer menu. choose the Replication Partners corinrnand.

This command is available only if you are logged on as a member of the Administrators group
for the local server.

2. In the Replica-lion Panners dialog box, choose the Add button.

3. In the Add WINS Server dialog box, type the name or IP address of the WIJNS server that you

want to add to the list, and then choose the OIK button. -If WINS Manager can find this server,
it will add it to the WINS Sewer list in the Replication Partners dialog box.

4. From the WINS Server list in the Replication Partners dialog box. select the Server you want

to configure, and then complete the actions desczibed in “Configuring Replication Partner
Properties" later in this chapter.

5. If you want to limit which WIINS servers are displayed in the Replication Partners dialog box,

check or clear the options as follows:

Check Push Partners to display push partners for the current WINS server.

Check Pull Partners to display pull partners for the current WINS server.

Check Other to display the WINS servers that are neither push partners nor pull partners
for the current WINS server.

6. To specify replication triggers for the partners you add, follow the procedures described in

“Triggering Replication :BeIween F'artneirs" later in this chapter.

7. When you finish adding replication partners, choose the OK button.

To delete replication partners

1. From the Server menu, choose the Replication Partners command.

2. In the Replication Partners dialog box, select one or more servers in the WINS Sewer list, and

then -choose the Delete button. or press 03..

WINS Manager asks you to confirm the deletion if you checked the related confirmation option
in the Preference dialog box, as -described in "Setting Preferences for WINS Manager" later in
this chapter.
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Configuisring Replication Partner Properties

When you designate replication partners, you need to speciw parameters for when replication will
begin.

To configure replication partners for a Wl|NS -server

1. in the WlNS Server list ofthe Replication Partners dialog box. select the server you want to
contigure.

2. Check either Push Parin-er-or Pull Partner or both to indicate the replication partnership you
want, and then choose the related Configure button.

3. Complete the entries in the appropriate Properties dialog box, as described in the following
pirocedures.

To define pull partner properties

1. in the Start Time box of the Pull Partner Properties dialog box. type a time to indicate when

replication should lbegin.

You can use any separator for hours, minutes, and seconds. You can type AM or PM, for
exaim-pile, only if these designators are part of your time setting, as defined using the
International option in Control Panel.

 
2. In the Replication Interval box, type a time in hours, minutes, and seconds to indicate how

often replications will occur, or use the spiri buttons to set the time you want.

If you went to return to the values specified in the Preferences dialog box, choose the Set
Default Values button,

3. Choose the OK buttori to return to the Replication Partners dialog box.

To define push parlanelr properties

1. in the Update Count box of the -Push Partner Properties dialog box. type a number for how
many additions and -updates made to records in the database will result in changes that need

replication. (Repllcations that have been pulled in from partners do not count as insertions or
updates in this context.)

The iminiirnuini value for Update Count is 5.
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If you want to return to the value specified in the Preferences dialog box. choose the Set
Default Values button.

2. Choose the OK button to return to the Replication Partners dialog box.

Triggering Replication Between Partners

You can also replicate the database between the partners immediately. rather than waiting for the

start time or replication interval specified in the Preference dialog box. as described In "Setting
Preferences for WINS Manager" later in this chapter.

You will probably want to begin replication immediately after you make a series of changes such
as entering a range of static address mappings.

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

d a replication trigger

he Replication Partners dialog box, select the WINS servers to which you want to send a

lication trigger, and then choose the Push or Pull button, depending on whether you want
end the trigger to push partners or pull partners.

tionally, you can check the Push With Propagation box ifyou want the selected WINS
er to propagate the trigger to all its pull partners.

If Push With Propagation is not checked, the selected WINS server will not propagate the

trigger to its other partners.

It Push With Propagation is checked. the selected WINS server sends a propagate push

trigger to its pull partners after it has pulled in the latest information from the source WlNS
server. If it does not need to pull in any replicas because it has the same or more

up-to-date replicas than the source WINS server, it does not propagate the trigger to its
pull partners.

rt replication immediately

e Replication Partners dialog box, choose the Replicate Now button.
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Managing Static Mappings

Static mappings are permanent lists ofcomputer name-to-IIP address mappings that cannot be
challenged or removed. except when the administrator removes th-e specific mapping. You use the

Static Mappings command in WINS Managerto add, edit, import. or delete static mappings for
clients on the network that are not WINIS enabled.

—ii
If DHCIP is also used on the network, a reserved (or static) llP address will override any WINS
server settings. Static mapipings should not be assigned to WINS-enabled computers.

I To view static mappiings

1. Firom the Mappings menu, choose the Static Mappings command.

You cannot cancel changes -made to the WINS database white working in the Static

Mapqpings dialog box. You must manually delete any entries that are added in error or

manually add back any entries that you mistakenly delete. This is Ibecause all changes to the

WIINS database made in this dialog box take effect immediately.

2. In the ‘Static Mappings dialog box, select a Sort Order option. either by IP address or by

computer narne. This selection determines the order in which entries appear in the list of
static mappings.

3. To edit or add a mapping. follow the procedures described in "Adding Static Mappings“ and

"Editing Static Mappings" later in this chapter.

4. To remove existing static mappings, select the mappings you want to delete from the list‘ and

then choose the Delete Mapping button.
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5. To limit the range of mappings display the list of static mappings, choose the Set Filter

button and follow the procedure in "Fiii the Range of Mappings" later in this chapter. To

turn off filtering, choose the Clear Fiiter button.

6. When you finish viewing or changing the static mappings. choose the Close button.
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Managing Static Mappings

Ad-ding Static Mappings

You can add static mappings to the WINS database for specific IP addresses using two methods:

Type static mappings in a dialog box

Import files that contain static rn-appings

0 add static maipipings to the WINS database by typing entries 
1. In the Static Mappings dialog box, choose the Add Mappings button.

 
2. Iln the Name box of the Add Static Mappings dialog box, type the computer name of the

system for which you are adding a static mapping. (It you want. you do not need to type two

backslashes, because WINS Manager will add these for you.)

3. Iln the IP Address box. type the address for the computer.

llf Internet Group or Multihomed is selected as the Type option, the dialog box shows
additional controls for adding multiple addresses. Use the down—arrow button to move the

address you type into the list oiaddresses for the group. Use -the up—arrow button to change
the order of a selected address in the list.

4. Select a Type option to Indicate whether this entry Is a unique name or a kind of group with a

special name, as descrl bed in the following list

Type option lMe.anlng

Unique Unique name in the database, with one address per
name.

-Group INormaI group. where addresses of individual members
are not stored. The dliient broadcasts name packets to

normal grouips.

Internet group Groups with NetBlOS names that have OX1 C as the

16th byte.. An internet group stores up to 25 addresses
tor members. The maximum number ofaddresses is

25, For registrations after the 25th address, WINS
overwrites a replica address or, if none is present. it
ovennrit-es the oldest registration.
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Muttihorned Unique name that can have more than one address
(mullihomed computers). The maximum number of
addresses is 25. For registrations afler the 25th
address, WINS overwrites a replica address or, if none

is present, it overwrites the oldest registration.

For 'internet group names defined in this dialog box (that is, added statically), make sure that

the primary domain controller (PDC) for that domain is defined in the group if the PDC is
running Windows NT Advanced Server version 3.1.

For more information. see "Managing Special Names" later in this chapter.

5. Choose the Add button.

The mapping is immediately added to the database for that entry, and then the boxes are
cleared so that you can add another entry.

6. Repeat this process for each static mapping you want to add to the database, and then
choose the Close button.

 pingis added to the database when you choose the Add button, you
cannot cancel work in this dialog box. If you make a mistake in entering a name or address

for a mapping. you must return to the Static Mappings dialog box and delete the mapping
there.

You can also import entries for static mappings for unique and special group names from any File

that has the same format as the LMHOSTS file (as described in Chapter 6, "Setting Up
LM HOSTS"). Scope names and keywords other than #DOM are ignored. However, nomial group

and multihomed names can be added only by typing entries in the Add Static Mappings dialog
box.

I To import a file containing static mapping entries

1. In the Static Mappings dialog box. choose the Import Mappings button.

2. in the Select Static Mapping File dialog box, which is similar to the standard Windows NT

Open dialog box. specify a filename for a static mappings file by typing its name in the box. or
select one or more filenames in the list, and then choose the OK button to import the file.

The specified file is read, and a static mapping is created for each computer name and address It

the #DOM keyword is included for any record, an intemet group is created (it it is not already
present). and the address is added to that group.
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Managing Static Mappings

Editing Static lMappiin-gs

You can change the IP addresses in static mappings owned by the WINS server you are currently
administering.

I To edit a static mapping entry

1. tn the Static Mappings dialog box, select the mapping you want to change and choose the

Mapping button, or double-click the mapping entry in the list.

  
You can view, but .not edit. the Computer Name and Mapping Type option for the mapping in
the Edit Static Mappings dialog box.

2. In the IP Address box. type a new address iorthe computer, and then choose the OK button,

The change is made in the WINS database immediately.

[ant to change the computer name orgroup type related to a specific IP address, you must
delete the entry and redefine it in the Add Static Mappings -dialog box.
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 Managing Static Mappings

Filtering the Ran-ge of Mappings
 

Y-ou may want to limit the range of IP addresses or computer names displayed in the Static

Mappings or Show Database dialog boxes.

You can specify a portion of the computer name or IP address or both when filtering the list of
mappings.

To filter mappings by address or name

1. In the dialog lbox for Static Mappings or Show Database, choose the Set Filrter button.

 
2. lln the Set Filter-dialog box. wpe portions -of the computer name, address. or both in the

Computer Name or IP Address boxes.

You can use the asterisk (') wildcard for portions of the name or address or both. For

example, you could type \\acct" to filter all computers with names that begin with acct.
However, for the address, a wildcard can be used only for a complete octet. That is, you can
type 11.10132‘, but you cannot enter 11.1‘.1.1 in these boxes.

3, Choose the OK button

The selected range is displayed in the Static Mappings or Show Database dialog box. The
fittered range will remain until you clear the rfilter.

A message -wilt tell you it no mappings are found to match the range you specified, and the
list of mappings will be empty.

If a filter is in effect for the range of mappings, the Clear Fitter button is available for restoning the
entire list.

o clear tihe ilttered range of mappings

In the Static Mappings or Show Database dialog box, choose the Clear Filter button,

The list now shows all mappings found in the database.
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Managing Static Mappings

Managing Special Names

WINS recognizes special names for several types of groups. including a normal group,
multlhomed. and internet group. This section describes these groups and presents some

background details to help you understand how WINS manages these groups.

Normal Group Names

A group name does not have an address associated with it. It can be valid on any subnet and can
be registered with more than one WINS server. A group's timestamp shows the last time for any
change received for the group. if the WINS server receives a query for the group name. it returns
FFFFFFFF (the limited broadcast address). The client then broadcasts on the subnet. The group
name is renewed when any member of the group renews the group name.

Multihomed Names

A multlhomed name is a single, unique name storing multiple addresses. A multlhomed device is

a computer with multiple network cards and/or multiple IP addresses bound to NetB|OS over
TCPIIP. A multihomed device with multiple IP addresses can register one or more addresses by

sending one address at a lime in a special name registration packet. A multlhomed name in a
WINS database can have one or more addresses. The timestamp for the record rellects any
changes made for any members of the name.

Each multlhomed group name can contain a maximum of 25 IP addresses.

When you configure TCP/IP manually on a Windows NT computer, you use the Advanced
Microsoft TCP/IP dialog box to specify the IP address and other information for each adapter on a
multlhomed computer.

Internet Group Names

The intemet group name is read as configuration data. When dynamic name registrations for

internet groups are received, the actual address (rather than the subnet broadcast address) is
stored in the group with a timesla mp and the owner ID, which indicates the WINS server
registering that address.

The intemet group name (which has a 16th byte ending in Ox1C reserved for domain names, as
described in the following section) can contain a maximum of 25 IP addresses for primary and
backup domain controllers in a domain Dynamically registered names are added lithe list is not
static and has fewer ihan 25 members. lfthe list has 25 members, WINS removes a replica

member (that is, a member registered by another WtNS server) and adds the new member. If all
members are owned by this WINS server. the oldest member PS replaced by the new one.

WINS gives precedence over remote members to members in an intemet group name that
registered with it. This preference means that the group name always contains the geographically
closest Windows NT Sewer computers. To establish the preference of members of intemet groups

registered with other WINS sewers under the \Parlners\Pu|I key in the Registry, a precedence is
assigned for each WINS partner as a value of the MemberPrec Registry parameter. Preference
should be given to WlNS servers near the WINS server you are configuring. For more information

about the value of this parameter, see its entry in "Advanced Configuration Parameters for WINS“
later in this chapter.

The internet group name is handled specially by WlNS_ which returns the 24 closest Windows NT
Server computers in the domain. plus the domain controller. The name ending in 1C is also used
to discover a Windows NT Server computer in a domain when a computer running Windows NT
Workstation or Vlfindows NT Server needs a sewer for pass-through authentication.
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If your network still has domain controllers mnning Windows NT Advanced Server version 3.1 to be

included in the internet group name, you must add these to the group manually using WlNS
Manager. When you manually add such a computer to the inlernet group name. the list becomes
static and no longer accepts dynamic updates from WlNS4anabled computers.

For information about related issues in LMHOSTS for #DOM entries. see "Designating Domain

Controllers Using 11DOM" in Chapter 6. "Setting Up LMHOSTS,"

How WINS Handles Special Names

Special names are indicated by a 16th byte appended to the computer name or domain name.

The following table shows some special names that can be defined for static entries in the Add
Static Mappings dialog box.

Special Names for Static Mappings

The lotlowing illustrates a sample NetBlOS name table for a Windows NT Sewer domain controller.

Name

ending
Ox1E

Oxi D

0x1 C

Usage

A normal group. Browsers
broadcast to this name and
listen on it to elect a master

browser. The broadcast is
done on the local subnet and
should not cross routers.

Clients resolve this name to
access the master browser

for server lists. There is one
master browser on a subnet.

The internet group name.
which contains a list ofthe

specific addresses of

systems that have registered
the name. The domain

controller registers this name.

How WINS handles queries

WINS always returns the limited
broadcast address (FFFFFFFF)

WINS always returns a negative
response. if the node is h-node or
m-node, the client broadcasts a

name query to resolve the name.
For registrations. WINS returns a

positive response even though the
names are not put into the
database.

WINS treats this as an internet

group. where each member of the
group must renew its name
individually or be released. The
inlernet group is limited to 25
names (Note, however. that there
is no limit for #DOM entries in

LMHOSTS.)

WINS returns a positive response
for a dynamic registration of a static
1C name. but the address is not
added to the list. When a static ‘IC

name is replicated that clashes

with a dynamic 1C name on
another WINS server, a union of the
members is added, and the record
is marked as static.

such as the list that appears it you type nbtstat -n at the command prompt. This table shows the

16th byte for special names. plus the type (unique or group).
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NctBIOS Local Name Table

N ame Type Status

<OC29870B> UNIQU E Rog lstc rcd

ANN lEl’5 <Z0> UNIQUE Rcgistcrcd

ANNIEPS <00> UNIQU E Rcgis to rcd

ANNTEPDOM <00> GROUP Registered

ANNIEPDOM <l(> GROUP Rcgistcred



ANNIEPDOM <1B> UNIQUE Registered

ANNLEP5 <O3> UNIQUE Registered

ANNLEP5 < ll:> GROU P Registered

ANNLEP5 <tD> UNIQUE Registered

.._MSBROWS E<0l> GROUP Rcgi stcrcd

Example NetBlOS Name Table for a Windows NT Domain Controller

As shown in this example. several special names are identified for both the computer and the
domain. These special names include the following:

0x0 (shown as <00> in the example), the redirector name, which is used with net view.

0x3, the Messenger service name for sending messages.

_MSBROWSE_, the name master browsers broadcast to on the local subnet to announce

their domains to other master browsers, WINS handles this name by returning the broadcast
address FFFFFFFF,

0x1 B, the domain master browser name, which clients and browsers use to contact the

domain master browser. A domain master browser gets the names of all domain master

browsers. When WINS is queried for the domain master browser name. it handles the query
like any other name query and returns its address.

WINS assumes that the computer that registers a domain name with the 18 characteris the

domain controller. This name is registered by the browser running on the domain controller.

This ensures that the domain controller is in the internet group name list that is re-tumect when
a 10 name is queried, for which WlN8 always returns the address ot the 18 name along with
the members of a 1C name.
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WIINS Servers

etting :Preferences "for WINS Manager

 

 
 

u can configure several options for administration -of WINS sewers. The oommands for

trolling preferences are on the Options menu.

display the status bar for help on commands

From -the Options menu, choose the Status Bar command.

When this command is active. its name is checked on the menu, and the status bar at the

bottom of the WINS Manager window displays descriptions of commands as they are
highlighted in the menu bar.

set preferences for WINS Manager

1. |From the Options menu, choose the Preferences command.

2. To see all the available preferences. choose the Partners lbutton in the Preferences dialog box.

3. Select an Address Display Option to indicate how you want address information to be

disptayed throughout WINS Manager-as computer name, IP address, or an ordered
combination of both.

 j
Remember that -the kind -of address display affects how a connection is made to the WINS

server —for IP addresses, the connection is made via TCP/lP; for computer names. the
connection is made via named pipes.

4. Check Auto Refresh if you want the statistics in the WINS Manager window to be refreshed

automatically. Then enter a number in the interval box to specify the number of seconds
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between refresh actions.

WINS Manager also refreshes the statistical display automatically each time an action is
initiated while you are working in WINS Manager.

5. Check the LAN Manager—Compatible check box if you want computer names to adhere to the
LAN Manager naming convention.

LAN Manager computer names are limited to 15 characters, as opposed to ‘l6-character

NetBlOS names used by some other sources, such as Lotus Noteso. In LAN Manager
names, the 16th byte is used to indicate whether the device is a sewer. workstation,
messenger, and so on. When this option is checked, WINS adds and imports static
mappings with 0, 0x03. and 0x20 as the 16th byte.

All Windows networking, including Windows NT, follows the LAN Manager convention. So this

box should be checked unless your network accepts NetBlOS name from other sources,

6. Check validate Cache Of Known WlNS Sewers At Stanup Time it you want the system to
query the list of sewers each time the system starts to find out if each server is available.

7. If you want a warning message to appear each time you delete a static mapping or the

cached name of a WINS server, check the Confirm Deletion Of Static Mappings And Cached
WINS Sewers option,

8. In the Start Time box. type a time to specifir the default for replication start time for new pull

partners. Then specify values for the Replication Interval to indicate how often data replicas will
be exchanged between the partners.

The minimum value for the Replication Interval is 40 minutes.

9. In the Update Count box, type a number to specify a default for how many registrations and
changes can occur locally before a replication trigger is sent by this sewer when it is a push
partner. The minimum value is 5.

10. When all options are set for your preferences, choose the OK button.
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Managing the WINS Database

The following fiies are stored in the \syslemnoot\SYSTEM32\WlNS directory that is created when
you set up a WINS server:

JET LOG is a log of all transactions done with the database. This file is used by WINS to
recover data if necessary.

SYSTEMMDB is used by WINS for holding information about the structure of its database.

WINSMDB is the WINS database file.

WINSTMPMDB is a temporary file that WINS creates. This tile may remain in the \W|NS

directory after a crash.

You should back up these files when you back up other files on the WINS server.

-LOG. SYSTEMMDB, WINS MDB, and WINSTMPMDB tiles should not be removed or
tampered with in any manner.

Like any database, the WINS database of address mappings needs to be cleaned and backed up
periodically WINS Manager provides the tools you need for maintaining the database. This
section describes how to scavenge (clean). view, and back up the database. For information on

restonng and moving the WINS database, see "Troubleshooting WINS" later in this chapter.
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Managing the WINS Database

Scavenging the Database

The local WINS database should periodically be cleared of released entries and old entries that

were registered at another WINS sewer but did not get removed from this WINS database for
some reason. This process. called scavenging, is done automatically over intervals defined by the
relationship between the Renewal and Extinct intervals defined in the Configuration dialog box.
You can also clean the database manually.

For example, if you want to verify old replicas immediately instead of waiting the time interval
specified for verification. you can manually scavenge the database.

scavenge the WINS database

From the Mappings menu, choose the Initiate scavenging command.

The database is cleaned. with the results as shown in the following table

State before scavenging State after scavenging
Owned active names for which Marked released

the Renewal interval has expired
Owned released name for which Marked extinct

the Extinct interval has expired
Owned extinct names for which Deleted

the Extinct timeout has expired

Replicas of extinct names for which Deleted
the Extinct timeout has expired

Replicas of active names for which Revalidated
the Verify interval has expired

Replicas of extinct or deleted names Deleted

For information about the intervals and timeouts that govern database scavenging, see
"Configuring WINS Sewers" earlier in this chapter.

After WINS has been running for a while, the database may need to be compacted to improve
WINS performance.

I To compact the WINS database

1. At the WINS server, stop the Windows Internet Name Service using the Control Panel

Services option or by typing net stop wins at the command prompt.

2. Run COMPACTEXE (which is found in the \syslemroot\SYSTEM32 directory).

3. Restart the Windows Internet Name Service on the WINS sewer.
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'_ Installing and_C_<_>n:ig_urifl_g V\i|__N_S_S_e_rvers_‘ __ _ 16_or_2_7 _
Managing ‘the HWINHS ‘Database
Viewing the WINS D-artabase

You can view th-e actual active and static mappings stored in the WINS database, based on the
WIINS server that owns the entries.

'-i To view the wins database

1. From the Mappings menu. choose the Show Database command.
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2. In the Show Database dialog box, to view the mappings in the database for a specirfic WINS

server, select Show Only Mappings From Specllic Owner. and then from the Setectowner
list, -select the WINS server whose database you want to view.

By defauit, th-e Show Database dialog box shows all mappings for the WINS database on the
currently selected WINS server.

3. Select a Sort Order option to sort by IP address, computer name, timestamp for the mapping,

version ID, or type. (For information about types, see "Adding Static Mappings." earlier in this
-chapter.)

4. If you want to view only a range of mappings, choose the Set Filter button and follow the

procedures described in "F'i||ten'ng the Range of Mappings" earlier in this chapter, To turn off

filtering» O\oose the Clear Filter button.

5. Use the scroll bars in the Mappings box to view entries in the database. Then choose the
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Close button when you are finished viewing.

As shown In the Mappings list. each registration record In the WINS database Includes these
elements:

Item Meaning

Unique

Group, intemet group, or multihomed

omputer name The NetBIOS computer name.

IP address The assigned Internet Protocol address.

A or S Whether the mapping is active (dynamic) or static.

Timestamp Shows when the record was registered or updated. When a
replica is stored in the database, its timestamp is set to the
current time on the receiving WINS server.

Version ID A unique hexadecimal number assigned by the WINS server
during name registration, which is used by the server's pull
partner during replication to find new records,

You can also use the Show Database dialog box to remove all references to a specific WINS
server in the database, including all database entries owned by the WINS server,

delete a specific WINS server's entries in the database

In the Show Database dialog box, select a WINS server in the Select Owner list, and then
choose the Delete Owner button.
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Managing the WINS Database

Backing Up tlh-e Database

WINS Manager provides backup tools so that you can back up the WINS database. After you
specify a backup directory for the database, WINS performs complete database backups every 24
hours. using the specified directory.

I To iback -up a WIN-S database
1. From the Mappings menu. choose the Backup Database command.

 
2. In the Select Backup Directory dialog box. specify the location for saving the backup files.

Windows NT proposes a subdirectory of the \W|NS directory. You ca-n accept this proposed
directory, The most secure location is to back up the database on another hard disk. Do not
back up -to a network drive. because WINS Manager cannot restore from a network source.

3. If you want to back up only the newest version numbers In llhe database (that is, changes that

have occurred since the last backup). check Perlorm Incremental Backup.

H-nust have performed a complete backup before this option can be used successfully.
4.. OI‘-loose the OK button.

You -should also periodically back up the Registry entries for the WINS sewer.

I To Iba-ck up the wms Registry entries
1. Run REGEDT32.EXE

2. In Registry Editor, select the HKEY_I_OCAL_NIACHINE window, and then select this key:

..8YST'EM\CurremConLrolSet\Scrvices\WINS
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3. From the Registry menu. choose Save Key.

4. In the Save Key diatog box. specify the path where you store backup versions of the WINS
database files.

For information about restoring the WINS database, see the following section. "Troubleshooting
WINS."
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Troubleshooting WINS

This ' describes some basic trouflsteps for common problems and alsoEI58.des w to restore or rebuild the
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Troubleshooting WINS

Basic WINS Troubleshooting

These error conditions can indicate potential problems with the WINS sewer:

"he administrator can't connect to a WINS server using WINS Manager. The message that

appears might be, "The RPC server is unavailable."

"he WINS Client service or Windows lntemet Name Service may be down and cannot be
restarted.

e first troubleshooting task is to make sure the appropnate services are running.

ensure the WINS services are running

Use the Services option in Control Panel to verify that the WINS services are running.

In the Services dialog box for the client computer, Started should appear in the Status column

for the WINS Client service. For the WINS server itself, Started should appear in the Status
column tor the Windows Internet Name Service.

If a necessary service is not started on either computer. start the service.

e following describes solutions to common WINS problems.

locate the source of "duplicate name" error messages

Check the WINS database tor the name. If there is a static record. remove ittrom the

database of the primary WINS server.

Or

Set the value of Migrateon in the Registry to 1, so the static records in the database can be

updated by dynamic registrations (afler WINS successfully challenges the old address).

locate the source of "network path not found" error messages on a WINS client

Check the WINS database for the name. If the name is not present in the database. check

whether the computer uses b-node name resolution. If so, add a static mapping for it in the
WINS database.

If the computer is configured as a p-node, m-node, or h—node and it its IP address is different
from the one in the WINS database, then it may be that its address changed recently and the
new address has not yet replicated to the local WINS sewer. To get the latest records, ask
the WINS server that registered the address to perform a push replication with propagation to
the local WINS server.

discover why a WINS server cannot pull or push replications to another WINS server

Confirm that the router is working.

Ensure that each server is correctly configured as either a pull or push partner.

If ServerA needs to perform pull replications with ServerB. make sure it is a push partner of
ServerB.

If ServerA needs to push replications to ServerB, it should be a pull partner of WINS ServerB.

To determine the Configuration of a replication partner, check the values under the \Pull and
\Push keys in the Registry, as described in "Advanced Configuration Parameters for WINS"
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later in this chapter.

datermlne why WINS backup is failing consistently

Make sure the path for the WINS backup directory is on a local disk on the WINS server.

WINS cannot back up its database files to a remote drive.
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Troubleshooting WINS

Restoring or Moving the WINS Database

This section describes how to restore, rebuild. or move the WINS database.

Restoring a WINS Database

It you have determined that the Windows Internet Name Service is running on the WINS server. but
you cannot connect to the server using WINS Manager, then the WINS database is not available
or has becomes corrupted. If a WINS server falls tor any reason. you can restore the database

from a backup copy.

You can use the menu commands to restore the WINS database or restore it manually.

To restore a WINS database using menu commands

1. From the Mappings menu, choose the Restore Database command.

2. In the Select Directory To Restore From dialog box. select the location where the backup files
are stored. and then choose the OK button

To restore a WINS data base manually

1. In the \systemroot\SYSTEM32\WlNS directory. delete the JET.LOG, JET'.LOG. W|NS.TMP,
and SYSTEMMDB files.

2. From the Windows NT Server insta source. copy SYSTEMMD 5 server.

The installation source can be the 5 NT Server compact disc, n floppy
disks, or a network directory that contains Ute master files tor Windo

 

  

3. Copy an unoorrupted backup version of WINSMDB to the tsyste-mrooftSYSTEM32\WlNS
directory.

4. Restart the Windows Internet Name Service on the WINS server.

Restarting and Rebuilding a Down WINS Server

In rare circumstances. the WINS server may not boot or a STOP error may occur. It the WINS

server is down, lollow these steps to restart.

To restart a WINS server that is down

1. Turn oft the power to the sewer and wait one minute.

2. Turn on the power, start Windows NT Server. and Iogon under an account with Administrator

rights.

3. At the mmmand prompt, type not start wins and press Enter.

it the hardware tor the WINS server is malfunctioning or other problems prevent you from running
Windows NT, you will have to rebuild the WINS database on another computer.

To rebuild a WINS server

1. if you can start the original WINS sewer using MS—DOS. use MS-DOS to make backup

copies ol the tiles in the \systemroo!\SYSTEM32\WINS directory. It you cannot sliecomputer with MS-DOS, you will have to use the last backup version oi the WINS
files.
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4.

5.

Install Windows NT Server and Microsoft TCP/IP to create a new WINS sewer using the same

hard drive location and \sy5iemroot directory‘ That is, if the original server stored the WtNS

files on C:\w|NNT35\SYSTEM32\WINS, then the new WINS sewer should use this same path
to the WINS files.

Make sure the WINS services on the new server are stopped, and then use Registry Editor to

restore the WINS keys from backup files.

Copy the WINS backup files to the \syst‘emroot\SYSTEM32\WINS directory.

Restart the new, rebuilt WINS server.

Moving the WINS Database

You may find a situation where you need to move a WINS database to another computer. To do
this. follow these steps

I To move a WINS database
1.

2.

Stop the Windows lntemet Name Service on the current computer.

Copy the \SYSTEM32\W|NS directory to the new computer that has been configured as a
WINS server.

Make sure the new directory is under exactly the same drive letter and path as on the old
computer.

If you must copy the files to a different directory, copy WINSMDB, but not SYSTEMMDB.

Use the version of SYSTEMMDB created for that new computer‘

Start the Windows Internet Name Service on the new computer. WINS will automatically use

the ‘M08 and _LOG files oopled from the old computer.
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 WINS Servers

Advanced Configuration Parameters for WINS

Installin  

 

 

 

  

 
 

This section presents configuration parameters that affect the behavior of WINS and that can be

modified only through Registry Editor. For some parameters. WINS can detect Registry changes

immediately. For other parameters, you must restart the Windows Internet Name Service for the
changes to take effect,

You can impair or disable Windows NT if you make incorrect changes in the Registry while using
Registry Editor. Whenever possible, use WINS Manager to make configuration changes, rather
than using Registry Editor. It you make errors while changing values with Registry Editor, you will
not be warned. because Registry Editor does not recognize semantic errors.

To make changes to WINS configuration using Registry Editor

1. Run REGEDT32.E><E irorn File Manager or Program Manager, or at a command prompt, type

start regedtaz and press ENTER.

When the Registry Editor window appears, you can press F1 to get Help on how to make
changes in Registry Editor.

2. ln Registry Editor, click the window titled HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE On Local Machine. and

then click the icons for the SYSTEM subtree until you reach the appropriate subkey. as
described later in this section

The following describes the value entries for WINS parameters that can only be set by adding an

entry or changing values in Registry Editor.
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Advanced Configuration Parameters for WINS

Registry Parameters for WINS Servers

The Registry parameters for WINS servers are specified under the following key:

..\SYSTEM\Cut-rentControlSct\Scrvices'\Wins\P:iramctcrs

This subkey lists all the nonreplication—related parameters needed to configure a WINS server. It
also contains a \Datafites subkeyi which lists all the files that should be read by WINS to initialize
or reinitialize its local database.

DbFiIeNm

Data type = REG_EXF'AND_SZ

Range = path name
Default = °/oSystemRoot%\systern32\wins\wins.mdb

Specifies the full path name for the WINS database file.

Dostatl cData|nit

Data type = REG_DWORD
Range = O or 1

Default = 0 (false-that is, the WINS server does not initialize its database)

If this parameter is set to a non—zero value, the WINS sewer will initialize its database with

records listed an one or more files listed under the \DatatiIes subkey. The initialization is done

at process invocation and whenever a change is made to one or more values of the
\Parameters or \Datafiles keys (unless the change is to change the value of DoStaticData|t1it
to 0).

The Iollowing parameters in this subkey can be set using the options available in the WINS Server
Configuration dialog box:

LogDetailedEvents

LogFi|ePath

Logg|ngOn
Refreshlnterval

Rp|OnlyWCnfPnrs
Tombstonelnterval (extinction interval)

TombstoneTimeout (extinction timeout)
Verlfylnterval

Also. the \Wins\F'arameters\Datafiles key lists one or more files that the WINS server should read
to initialize or reinitialize its local database with static records. If the full path of the file is not
listed. the directory of execution for the WINS server is assumed to contain the data file The
parameters can have any names (for example, DFt or DF2). Their data types must be REG_sZ or
REG_EXPAND_SZ.

The \Wihs\Peiformance key contains values used for WINS performance counters that can be
viewed in Performance Monitor. These values should be maintained by the system, so do not

change these values.
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Advanced Configuration Parameters for WINS

Registry Parameters for Replication Partners

The \Wins\Partners key has two subkeys. \Pull and lPush, under which are subkeys for the iP

addresses of all push and pull partners, respectively, oi the WINS server.

Parameters for Push Partners

A push partner, listed under the \Partners\PuIl key, is one from which a WINS server pulls replicas

and from which it can expect update notification messages. The following parameter appears

under the IP address for a specific push partner. This parameter can be set only by changing the
value in Registry Editor:

MemberPrec

Data type = REG_DWORD
Range = 0 or 1
Default = None

Specifies the order of precedence for this WINS partner. 0 indicates low precedence, and ‘l
indicates high precedence. Notice that dynamically registered names are always high
precedence, when a 1C name is pulled from this WINS partner, the addresses contained in it
are given this precedence level. The value can be 0 (low) or 1 (high). Set this value to ‘I if this

WINS server is serving a geographic location that is nearby.

The following parameters appear under this subkey and can be set in the WINS Sewer
Configuration dialog box:

..\SYS IBM\CurrcntContro1Set\Scrv1ccs\Wi ns\Parlners'\PuI|

lnitTimeReplication CommRetryCount

The following parameters appear under this subkey and can be set using the Preferences dialog
box:

_.\SYSTEM\CurrcntConrrolSet\Scrvices\Wins\Panncrs\Pull'\<lp Adclress>

SpTime (Start Time for pull par1ner default conl‘iguration)TimeInterval (Replication Interval)

For SpTime, WINS replicates at the set time if it is in the future for that day, After that, it
replicates every number of seconds specified by Timelnterval. If SpTime IS in the past for that

day, WINS replicates every number of seconds specified by Timelnterval, starting from the
current time (if lnltTlmeRep|icatlon is set to 1).

Parameters for Pull Partners

A pull partner of a WINS server, listed under the \Pariners\Push key, is one from which it can
expect pull requests to pull replicas and to which it sends update notification messages. The

following parameters appear under this subkey and can be set using the options available in the
WINS Sewer Configuration dialog box:

.\SYSTEM\CurrerirControlSer\Services\Wins\P2u-rners\Push

lnitTimeRepIicationRplOnAddressChg

The following parameter appears under this subkey and can be set using the options available in
the Preferences dialog box:

..\S YSTEM\CurrcntControlSct\Scrviccs\Wins\Pa.rtncrs\Push\<Ip Addrcss>

UpdateCount
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Planning a Strategy for WINS Servers

The ' 9 issues for implementing WiNS serve those for implementing DHCP
serv described in Chapter 4, "Installing and P Servers" Most network

administrators will be installing both kinds of sewers. so the planning and -ntation tasks
will be underiaken jointly for DHCP and WINS servers.

This section provides some additional planning issues for WINS sewers.
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Planning a Strategy for WINS Sewers

Planning for Server Performance

A WINS server can typically service 1500 name registrations per minute and about 750 queries
per minute. There is no built-in limit to the number of records that a WINS server can replicate or
store.

Based on these numbers, and planning for |arge—sca!e power outage where many computers will
come on line simultaneously, the oonservative recommendation is that you plan to include one

WINS sewer and a backup server for every 10,000 computers on the network.

Two factors can particularly enhance WINS sewer performance, WINS performance increases
almost 25 percent on a computer with two processors. Also, using NTFS as the file system also
improves performance,

Afler you establish WINS sewers in the lntemetwork, you can adjust the Renewal interval. Setting
this interval to reduce the numbers of registrations can help tune server response time. (The
Renewal interval is specified in the WINS Server Configuration dialog box,)
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Planning a Strategy for WINS Servers

Planning Replication Partners and Proxies

In one possible configuration, one WINS server can be designated as the central sewer, and all

other WINS sewers can be configured as both push partner and pull partner ofthis central server
Such a configuration ensures that the WINS database on each server contains addresses for
every node on the WAN.

Another option is to setup a chain of WINS servers, where each server is both the push partner

and pull partner with a nearby WINS server, In such a configuration, the two servers at the ends of
the chain would also be push and pull partners with each other. Other replication partner
configurations can be established for your site‘s needs.

Only a limited number of WINS proxies should be designated on each domain, so that a limited
number of computers are using resources to respond to broadmst name requests.
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Planning a Strategy for WllNS Sewers

Planniing lReplicati-on Frequency Between Hubs

A major tuning issue for WINS sewers is replication -frequency. You want replication to occur
frequently -enough that any sewer being down will not Interfere with the reliability of name query

responses. However, for longer wide area network (WAN) lengths, you do not want replication to
-interfere with network throughput.

For multiple network hubs interconnected by ‘WAN links, replication frequency can be configured
to be low compared to the replication frequency of multiple WINS sewers at a single hub. For long
WAIN links, infrequent replication ensures that the links are available to carry client traffic without
WINS afle-cling throughput.

For -example. the WAN servers at a central site might be configured to replicate every ‘I5 minutes.
Replication between WA-N hubs of a greater distance might be scheduled for every 30 minutes.
Replication between servers -on different continents might replicate twice a day.

 
Example of an Enterlprise-Wide Configuration for WINS Re;pl:icatibn
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Setting Up LMHOSTS
The LMHOSTS file is commonly used on Microsoft networks to locate remote computers for

network file, print. and remote procedure services and for domain services such as Iogons,
browsing, replication. and so on.

You will want to use LMHOSTS for smaller networks or to find hosts on remote networks that are

not part of the WINS database (since name query requests are not broadcast beyond the local
subnet). If WINS servers are in place on an inlernetwork, users do not have to rely on broadcast

queries for name resolution, since WINS is the preferred method for name resolution. With WlNS
servers in place. therefore. LMHOSTS may not be necessary.

This chapter presents the following topics:

I Editing the LMHOSTS fileUsing LMHOSTS with dynamic name resolution
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Editing the LMHOSTS File

The LMHOSTS file used by Windows NT contains mappings of IP addresses to Windows NT
computer names (which are NelBlOS names). This file is compatible with Microsoft LAN Manager
2 X TCPIIP LMHOSTS files.

You can use Notepad or any other text editor to edit the sample LMHOSTS file that is
automatically installed in the \sysremroot\sYSTEM32\DRIVERS\ETC directory.

This section provides some basic rules and guidelines for LMHOSTS.
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Editing the LMHOSTS File
Rules for LMHOSTS

The following rules apply for entries in LMHOSTS:

 

Each entry should be placed on a separate line.

The IP address should begin in the first column, followed by the corresponding computer
name.

The address and the computer name should be separated by at least one space or tab.

NetBlOS names can contain uppercase and lowercase characters and special characters. if a

name is placed between double quotation marks, it will be used exactly as entered. For
example, "AccountingPDC” is a mixed-case name. and "HumanRscSr \0x03" generates a
name with a special character.

 
In Microsoft networks. a NetBIOS computer name in quotes that is less than 16 characters is

padded with spaces. It you do not want this behavior, make sure the quoted string is ‘l6
characters long.
 

The # character is usually used to mark the start of a comment. However, it can also

designate special keywords, as described in this section.

The keywords listed in the following table can be used in LMHOSTS under Windows NT. (LAN
Manager 2.x, which also uses LMHOSTS for NetBlOS over TCPIIP name resolution, treats these
keywords as comments.)

LMHOSTS Keywords

Keyword Meaning

#PRE Added after an entry to cause that entry to be
preloaded into the name cache, By default, entries
are not preloaded into the name cache but are
parsed only after WINS and name query broadcasts
fail to resolve a name. #PRE must be appended for
entries that also appear in la‘lNCLUDE statements:
otherwise, the entry in #lNCLUDE is ignored.

#DOM:<domain> Added after an entry to associate that entry with the
domain specified by <domar‘n>. This keyword affects
how the Browser and Logon services behave in
routed TCP/IP environments. To preload a #DOM

entry. you must also add the #PRE keyword to the
line.

#|NCLUDE <filename> Forces the system to seek the specified <flIename>

and parse it as it it were local. Specifying a Uniform
Naming Convention (UNC) <filename> allows you to
use a centralized LMHOSTS file on a server. if the

server is located outside of the local broadcast area,

you must add a mapping for the server before its
entry in the #lNCLU DE section and also append
#PRE to ensure that it preloaded

#BEGIN_ALTERNATE Used to group multiple #lNCLUDE statements. Arty
single successful #ll\lCLUDE causes the group to
succeed.

#END__ALTERNATE Used to mark the end of an #lNCLUDE grouping.
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\0xnn Support for nonpnnting characters in Nel:BlOS
names. Enclose the NetBlOS name in double

quotation marks and use \0xnn notation to specify a
hexadecimal value for the character. This allows

custom applications that use special names to

function properly in routed topologies. However, LAN
Manager TCP/tP does not recognize the hexadecimal

format, so you surrender backward compatibility if
you use this feature.

Note that the hexadecimal notation applies only to
one character in the name. The name should be

padded with blanks so the special character is last in

the string (character 16).

The following example shows how all of these keywords are used:

l(D.54.94.98 localsrv #PRE

102.54.94.97 trcy #PRE #DOM:nctworl<ing 1"lnetgroup‘s PDC
102.54.94.lO2 "appnamc \Oxt4" fispccial app Server
1025494. I23 popular #PRE #source
SCFV CF

#BEGlN_/XLTERNATE
#lNCLUDE '\\localsrv\public\lmhosls fiatlds LMHOSTS from this server

~‘.a‘lNCLUDE '\\troy\pub]ic\lmlaosts iiadds LMHOSTS from this server
1‘-":END_ALTERNATE

In the above example:

The servers named localsrv and trey are specified so they can be used later in an #INCLUDE
statement in a centrally maintained LMHOSTS file.

The server named "appname \l'Jx14" contains a special character after the 15

characters in its name (including the blanks). so its name is enclosed in double quotation
marks.

The server named popular is preloaded, based on the #PRE keyword.
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Editing the LMHOSTS File

Guidelines for LMHOSTS

When you use a host table tile, be sure to keep it up to date and organized. Follow these
guidelines:

pdate the LM HOSTS tile whenever a computeris changed or removed from the network. 
 
 
 

 
 

 

ecause LMHOSTS tiles are searched one line at a time from the beginning, list remote
omputers in priority order, with the ones used most oflen at the top of the tile, followed by

emote systems listed in #lNCLUDE statements. Finally. the #PRE entries should be left for

he end of the file, because these are preloaded into the cache at system startup time and are
ol accessed later. This increases the speed of searches for the entries used most often.

lso, any comment lines add to the parsing time, because each line is processed individually.

se #PRE statements to preload popular entries and sewers listed in #lNCLUDE statements

to the local computer's name cache.
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Name Resolution

On networks that do not use WINS. the broadcast name resolution method used by Windows NT

computers provides a simple. dynamic mechanism for locating resources by name on a TCP/IP
network.

Because broadcast name resolution relies on IP-level broadcasts to locate resources, unwanted

effects can occur in routed IP topologies. In particular. resources located on remote subnets do
not receive name query requests, because routers do not pass IP-level broadcasts, For this

reason. Windows NT allows you to manually provide computer name and IP address mappings for
remote resources via LMHOSTS.

This section describes how the LMHOSTS file can be used to enhance Windows NT in routed

environments. This section includes the following topics:

 

Specifying remote servers in LMHOSTS

Designating primary domain controllers using #DOM

Using centralized LMHOSTS files
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Using LMHOSTS with Dynamic Name Resolution

Specifying Remote Servers in LMHOSTS

Computer names can be resolved outside the local broadcast area if computer name and IP
address mappings are specified in the LMHOSTS tile. For example, suppose the computer named

ClientA wants to connect to the computer named ServerB, which is outside of its IP broadcast
area. Both Windows NT computers are configured with Microsoft TCP/IP.

Under a strict b-node broadcast protocol, as defined in RFCs 1001 and 1002, ClientA‘s name
query request for ServerB would fail (by timing out). because ServerB is located on a remote

subnet and does not respond to CIientA's broadcast requests. So an alternate method is provided
for name resolution. Windows NT maintains a limited cache of computer name and IP address

mappings, which is initialized at system startup. When a workstation needs to resolve a name.
the cache is examined first and. if there is no match in the cache, Windows NT uses b—node
broadcast name resolution. If this fails, the LMHOSTS file is used‘ If this last method fails, the

name is unresolved. and an error message appears.

This strategy allows the LMHOSTS file to contain a large number of mappings without requiring a

large chunk of static memory to maintain an infrequently used cache. At system stamp, the
name cache is preloaded only with entries from LMHOSTS tagged with the #PRE keyword. For
example, the LMHOSTS file could contain the following:

l02.54.94.9l accounting flaccounting scrvcr

l02.S4.94.94 payroll fipayroll sewer
102.34.94.97 stockquotc #PRE itslock quote scrvcr
l02.5=l.94.l02 prinrqucuc #printscrvcr in Bldg IO

In this example. the server named stockquote is preloaded into the name cache, because it is

tagged with the #PRE keyword. Entries in the LMHOSTS file can represent Windows NT

Workstation computers. Windows NT Server computers. LAN Manager sewers, or Windows for
Workgroups 3.11 computers running Microsoft TCP/lP_ There is no need to distinguish between
different platforms in LMHOSTS.

I 1
The Windows NT tag #PRE allows backward compatibility with LAN Manager 2.): LMHOSTS files

and offers added fiexibility in Windows NT. Under LAN Manager, the # character identifies a
comment. so all characters thereafter are ignored, But #PRE is a valid tag for Windows NT.
 1

In the above example. the servers named accounting, payroll, and printqueua would be
resolved only after the cache entries failed to match and after broadcast queries tailed to locate

them. After nonpreloaded entries are resolved, their mappings are cached fora period oftime for
reuse.

Windows NT limits the preload name cache to 100 entries by default. This limit only affects entries

marked with #PRE. If you specify more than 100 entries, only the first 100 #PRE entries will be
preloaded. Any additional #PRE entries will be ignored at startup but will be resolved when the
system parses the LMHOSTS file after dynamic resolution fails.

Finally, you can reprime the name cache by using the nbtstat -R command to purge and reload

the name cache. reread the LMHOSTS file, and insert entries tagged with the #PRE keyword. Use
nbtstat to remove or correct preloaded entries that may have been mistyped or any names cached
by successful broadcast resolution.
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Using LMHOSTS with Dynamic Name Resolution

Designating Domain Controllers Using #DOM

The most common use of LM HOSTS is for locating remote servers for file and print services. But

for Windows NT, LMHOSTS can also be used to find domain controllers running TCP/IP In routed
environments. Windows NT primary domain controllers (PDCs) and backup domain controllers

(BDCs) maintain the user account security database and manage other network—related services
Because large Windows NT domains can span multiple IP subnets, it is possible that routers
could separate the domain controllers from one another or separate other computers in the domain
from domain controllers.

The #DOM keyword can be used in LMHOSTS files to distinguish a Windows NT domain
controller from a Windows NT Workstation computer, a LAN Manager server. or a Windows for
Workgroups computer. To use the #DOM tag, follow the name and IP address mapping in

LMHOSTS with the #DOM keyword. a colon, and the domain in which the domain controller
participates. For example:

l02.54.94.97 trcydc #DOM:trcycorp #Thetreycorp PDC

Using the #DOM keyword to designate domain controllers adds entries to a special Internet group
name cache that is used to limit intemetwork distribution of requests intended for the local domain
controller. When domain controller activity such as a Jogon request occurs, the request is sent on

the special internet group name. In the local IP-broadcast area, the request is sent only once and
picked up by any local domain controllers. However, ifyou use #DOM to specify domain
controllers in the LMHOSTS file. Microsoft TCP/IP uses datagrams to also forward the request to
domain controllers located on remote subnets.

Examples of such domain controller activities include domain controller pulses (used for account

database synchronization), logon authentication, password changes. master browser list
synchronization, and other domain management activities.

For domains that span subnels, LMHOSTS files can be used to map important members of the
domain using #DOM. The following lists some guidelines for doing this.

For each local LMHOSTS file on a Vinndows NT Computer that is a member in a domain, there
should be #DOM entries for all domain controllers in the domain that are located on remote

subnets. This ensures that logon authentication, password changes, browsing. and so on all
work properly for the local domain. These are the minimum entries necessary to allow a

Windows NT system to participate in a Windows networking intemetwork.

For local LMHOSTS files on all servers that can be backup domain controllers, there should

be mappings for the primary domain controllers name and IP address, plus mappings for all
other backup domain controllers. This ensures that promoting a backup to primary domain
controller status does not affect the ability to offer all services to members of the domain.

lftrust relationships exist between domains, all domain controllers tor all trusted domains
should also be listed in the local LMHOSTS file.

For domains that you want to browse from your local domain, the local LMHOSTS files should

contain at least the name and IP address mapping for the primary domain controller in the
remote domain. Again, backup domain controllers should also be included so that promotion

to primary domain controller does not impair the ability to browse remote domains.

For small to medium sized networks with fewer than 20 domains, a single common LMHOSTS file
usually satisfies all workstations and servers on the intemelwork. To achieve this, systems should

use the Windows NT replicator service to maintain synchronized local copies of the global
LMHOSTS or use centralized LMHOSTS files, as described in the following section.

Names that appear with #DOM in LMHOSTS are placed in a special domain name list in NetBlOS
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over TCP/IF’. When a datagram is sent to this domain using the DOMAlN<1C> name, the name is

resolved first via WINS or broadcast. The datagram is then sent to all the addresses on the list
from LMHOSTS. and there is also a broadcast on the local subnet.

I!o rowse across domains, for Windows NT Advanced Sewer 3.1 and Windows NT 3.1. each

computer must have an entry in its LMHOSTS file for the primary domain controller in each
domain. This remains true for Windows NT version 3.5 clients, unless the \/Wndows NT Server

computer is also version 3.5 and, optionally, otters WINS name registration

However, you cannot add an LMHOSTS entry for a Window NT Server that is a DHCP client,
because the H3 address changes dynamically. To avoid problems. any domain controllers whose
names are entered in_ LMHOSTS files should have their IP addresses reserved as static addresses

in the DHCP database rather than running as DHCP clients.

Also. all Windows NT Advanced Server 3.1 computers in a domain and its trusted domains should
be upgraded to version 3.5. so that browsing across domains is possible without LMHOSTS.
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LMHOSTS 3 MB

Using LMHOSTS with Dynamic Name Resolution

Using Centralized LMHOSTS Files

With Microsoft TCP/IP, you can include other LMHOSTS files from local and remote computers.

The primary LMHOSTS file is always located in the \systemroot\sYSTEM32\DRlVERS\ETC
directory on the local computers. Most networks will also have an LMHOSTS file maintained by
the network administrator, so administrators should maintain one or more global LM HOSTS files
that users can rely on. This is done using #lNCLUDE statements rather than copying the global

lile locally. Then use the replicator service to distribute multiple copies of the global file(s) to
multiple servers for reliable access.

 

To provide a redundant list of sen/em maintaining copies of the same LMHOSTS file, use the
#BEGlN_ALTERNATE and #END_ALTERNATE keywords. This is known as a block inclusion,
which allows multiple sewers to be searched for a va lid copy of a specific file. The following
example shows the use of the #lNCLUDE and #_/ALTERNATE keywords to include a local
LMHOSTS file (in the C:\PR|VATE directory):

102.54.94.97 treydc #PRE #DOM:treycorp #pr-irnztry DC
l0'2.$/3.94.99 trcybclc #PR_E tfDOM:trc'_~/corp fibackup DC in domain
102.54.94.98 localsvr HPRE #DOM:trcycorp

#lNCLUDE c‘.'\private\trnhoss fiinclude a local lmhosts

#BEG[N_A LTER NATE
MNCLUDE \\treydc\pub|ic\Imhost:s ffsourcc for global tile

#lNCl.UDE \\trey bdc\pub1ic\lmhosts #backup source
#lNCLUDE \\|0calsvr\publiC\.|mh0SlS tlbackttp source
r'tEN D_Al_TERN ATE

3should never be used to include a remote file from a redirected drive, because the
LMHOSTS file is shared between looal users who have different profiles and different logon scripts,
and even on single-user systems, redirected drive mappings can change between logon sessions.

In the above example, the servers treydc and treybdc are located on remote subnets from the
computer that owns the file. The local user has decided to include a list of preferred servers in a

local LMHOSTS file located in the C:\PRlVATE direolory. During name resolution, the
Windows NT system first includes this private file, then gets the global LMHOSTS file from one of
three locations: treydct treybdc, or localsvr All names ofservers in the #lNCLUDE statements
must have their addresses preloaded using the #PRE keyword; 0ll'lenNlSe, the #lNCLUDE
statement will be ignored.

The block inclusion is satisfied ifone of the three sources for the global LMHOSTS is available and
none of the other sewers are used. If no server is available, or for some reason the LMHOSTS file

or path is incorrect, an event is added to the event log to indicate that the block inclusion tailed.
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Using the Microsoft FTP Server
Service

The Microsoft FTP Server service allows other computers using the FTP utility to connect to this
computer and transfer files. The FTP Sewer service supports all Windows NT ftp client

commands. Non—Microsofl versions of FTP clients may contain commands that are not supported.
The FTP Server service is implemented as a multithreaded Win32 service that complies with the

requirements defined in Requests for Comments (RFCs) 959 and 1123.

The FTP Server service is integrated with the Windows NT security model. Users connecting to
the FTP Server service are authenticated based on their Windows NT user accounts and receive

access based on their user profiles. For this reason, it is recommended that the FTP Server
service be installed on an NTFS partition so that the files and directories made available via FTP
can be secured.

-Sewer protocol relies on the ability to pass user passwords over the network without data
encryption. A user with physical access to the network could examine user passwords during the
FTP validation process

The following topics are included in this chapter:

Installing the FTP Server service

Configuring the FTP Sewer service

Administering the FTP Sewer service

Advanced configuration parameters for FTP Server service

For information about using performance counters to monitor FTP Server traffic, see Chapter 8,
"Using Performance Monitor with TCP/IP Services."
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-he Microsoft FTP Server Service 2of12
installing the FTP Server Service

T.hese procedures assume that you have installed any necessary devices and device drivers.

 

 
 

us-t be logged on as a member of the Administrators group for the local computer to install

nfigure the FTP Server service.

talll the IFTP Sewer service

1. Choose the Network option in Control Panel.

2. In the Network Settings dialog box. choose the Add Software -button to -display the Add

Network Software dialog box

3. -In the Network Sofrwa re box, select TCP/IP Protocol And Related Components, and then

choose the Continue button. When the Windows NT TCP.ItP installation Options dialog box
appears. check the FTP Sewer Service option. and then choose the OK button.

4. When the message prompts you to -confirm that you are familiar with FTP security, choose
the Yes button to continue with FTP Server service installation.

 
5. when prompted for the full path to the Windows NT distribution files, provide the appropriate

Ilocation, and then choose the Continue button.

6. After the necessary files are copied to your computer, the FTP Service dialog box appears so

that you can continue with the configuration procedure as described in the next section. The
FTP Server service must be configured in order to operate.

For disk partitions that do not use the Windows NT file system (NTFS), you can apply simple
readlwrlte security by using the FTP Server tool in the Control Panel as described In the
following section.
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I Usin the Microsoft FTP Serve.r Service 3of12
 

Configuring the FTP Server Service
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

you must oonfigure it to

suit in one of the following:

After the FTP Server service software is installed on your

operate. When you configure the FTP Sewer service. your

No anonymous FTP connection allowed. In this case. 6 must provide a valid Windows

NT usemame and password. To configure the for this, make sure the Allow
Anonymous Connection box is cleared in the FT ox.

Allow both anonymous and windows NT users 1 case. a user can choose to

use either an anonymous connection or a Windox and password. To configure
the FTP Sewer service for this, make sure only the Allow Anonymous Connection box is
checked in the FTP Service dialog box.

now only anonymous FTP connections. In this case, a user cannot connect using a

indows NT username and password. To configure the FTP Sewer service for this, make sure
0th the Allow Anonymous Connections and the Allow Anonymous Connections Only boxes
re checked in the FTP Service dialog box.

nyrnous connections are allowed. you must supply the Windows NT username and
word to be used for anonymous FTP, when an anonymous FTP lransler takes place.
ows NT will check the username assigned in this dialog box to determine whether access IS
ed to the files.

 
 

 
 
 onfigure or reconfigure the FTP Server service

1- The FTP Service dialog box software is
installed on your Domputer.

Or

lfyou are reconfiguring the FTP Server service‘. choose the Network option in Control Panel. In
the Installed Network Software box. set ose the Configure button.

 
 

The FTP Service dialog box displays the following options:

Item Description
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Maximum

Connections

Idle Timeout

Home Directory

Allow Anonymous
Connections

Username

Password

Allow Only
Anonymous
Connections

Specifies the maximum number of FTP users who

can connect to the system simultaneously. The
default value is 20: the maximu ‘ value oi 0
means no maximum, that is. an number of
simultaneo s

when the s d number of concurrent users are
logged onto the FTP sewer. any subsequent

attempts to connect will receive messages defined
by the administrator. For inlormation about defining

custom messages. see "Advanced Configuration
Parameters for FTP Server Service" later in this

chapter.

Specifies how many minutes an inactive user can
remain connected to the FTP Server service. The

default value is 10 minutes; the maximum is 60

minutes. if the value is 0. users are never

automatically disconnected.

Specifies the initial directory for users.

Enables users to connect to the FTP Server using
the user name anonymous (or ftp, which is a
synonym for anonymous). A password is not
necessary. but the user will be prompted to supply a
mail address as the password. By default.
anonymous connections are not allowed. Notice that

you cannot use a \Mndows NT user account with the
name anonymous with the FTP Server. The
anony me is reserved in the FTP Server

tor thelfigon function. Users logging onwith the nonymous receive permissions

based on the FTP Server iation for
anonymous logons.

Specifies which local user account to use for FTP
Server users who log on under anonymous. Access

permissions for the anonymous FTP user will be the
same as the specified local user account. The default

is the standard Guest system account. it you change

this, you must also change the password.

Specifies the password for the user account specified
in the Username box.

Allows only the user name anonymous to be
accepted This option is useful if you do not want
users to log on using their own user names and

passwords because FTP passwords are
unencrypted. However. all users will have the same

access privilege. defined by the anonymous account.
By default. this option is not enabled.

2, Default values are provided for Maximum Connections. Idle Timeout, and Home Directory.
Accept the default values. or change Values for each field as necessary.

3. Choose the OK button to close the FTP Service dialog box and return to the Network Settings

dialog box.

4. To complete initial FTP sewer service installation and configuration, choose the OK button.

A message reminds you that you must restart i:he computer so that the changes you made
will take effect.

—m—
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when you first install the FTP Sewer service, you must aiso complete the security configuration
as described in the following procedure for users to access volumes on your computer.

I To configure FTP Server security

1. After the FTP Sewer has been installed and you have restarted Control Panel. startthe FTP

Sewer option in Control Panel. Windows NT Server users can also use the FTP menu in
Server Manager.

Disconnect All

 
2. In the FTP User Sessions dialog box. choose the Security button.

 
3. In the Partition box of the FTP Sewer Security dialog box. select the drive letter you want to

set security on. and then check the Allow Read or Atiow Write check box, or both check

boxes. depending on the security you want for the selected partition.

Repeat this step tor each partition.

Setting these permissions will affect all files across the entire partition on file allocation table

(FAT) and high-performance file system (HPFS) partitions. On NTFS partitions, this feature
can be used to remove read or write access (or both) on the entire partition.

Any restrictions set in this dialog box are enforced in addition to any security that might be
part of the file system. That is. an administrator can use this dialog box to remove

permissions on specific volumes but cannot use it to grant pennissions beyond those
maintained by the file system. For example. if a partition is marked as read-only, no one can

write to the partition via FTP regardless ofany permissions set in this dialog box.

4. Choose the OK button when you are finished setting security access on partitions.

The changes take effect immediately. The FTP Sewer service is now ready to operate.
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 he Microsoft FTP Server Service

istering the FTP Server Service

After initial installation is complete, the FTP Server service is automatically started in the

background each time the computer is started. Remote computers can initiate an FTP session
while the FTP Server service is running on your Windows NT computer. Both computers must be
running the TCP/IP protocol.

You must be logged on as a member of the Administrators group to administer the FTP Server.

Remote users can connect to the FTP Sewer using their account on the FTP Server, an account

on the FTP Servers domain or trusted domains (Windows NT Sewer only). or using the
anonymous account if the FTP Server service is configured to allow anonymous logons.

When making any configuration changes to the FTP Server (with the exception of security
configuration), you must restart the FTP Server by either restarting the computer or manually
stopping and restarting the server, using the net command or Services icon in Control Panel.

start or stop the FTP Server service

Use the Services option in Control Panel, or at the command prompt use the commands net

stop ftpsvc followed by not start ftpsvc.

Restarting the service in [NS way disconnects any users presently connected to the FTP Server
without warning-so use the FTP Server option in Control Panel to determine if any users are

connected. Pausing the FTP Server (by using the Services option in Control Panel or the net

pause command) prevents any more users from connecting to the FTP Sewer but does not
disconnect the currently logged on users. This feature is useful when the administrator wants to

restart the server without disconnecting the current users. After the users disconnect on their own,
the administrator can safely shut down erver without worrying that users will lose work, When
attempting to connect to a V\findows N Server that has been paused. clients receive the

message "421 - Service not available. closing control connection "
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Administering the FTP Server Service

Using FTP Commands at the Command Prompt

When you install the l-‘l'P service. a set or ftp commands are automatically installed that you can
use at the command prompt. For a summary list of these commands, see the ftp entry in
Chapter 11. “Utilities Reference."

I To get help on ftp pommands
1. Double-click the vwndows NT Help icon in the Program Manager group.

2. In the Windows NT help window, click the Command Reference Help button.

3. Click the ftp commands name in the Commands window‘

4. Click an ftp command name in the Command Reference window to see a description of the
command, plus its syntax and parameter definitions.
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Usin the Microsoft FTP Server Service 
Administering the FTP Server Service

Managing Users

Use the FTP Server option in Control Panel to manage users connected to the FTP Server and to
set security for each volume on the I-‘iP Server. For convenience on Windows NT Server

computers. the same dialog box can ioe reached from Server Manager by choosing the FTP menu
command.

in the FTP User Sessions dialog box. the Connected Users box displays the names of connected
users, their system's lP addresses, and how long they have been connected. For users who

logged on using the anonymous user name, the display shows the passwords used when they
logged on as their user names. If the user name contained a mail host name (for example.
ernesta@lrey-researchcom) only the usemame (ernesta) appears. Anonymous users also have a
question mark (?) over their user icons. Users who have been authenticated by Windows NT
security have no question mark.

The FTP Server allows you to disconnect one or all users with the disconnect buttons. Users are
not warned if you disconnect them.

The FTP Server displays users‘ names as they connect but does not update the display when
users disconnect or when their connect time elapses. The Refresh button allows you to update the
display to show only users who are currently con nected.

Choosing the Security button displays the FTP Service Security dialog box, where you can set
Read and Write pennissions for each partition on the FTP Server, as described earlier in this

chapter. You must set the pennissions for each partition you want FTP users to have access to. If

you do not set partition parameters, no users will be able to access files. If the partition uses a
secure file system, such as NTFS, file system restrictions are also in effect.

In addition to FTP Server partition security, if a user logs on using a Windows NT account. access
permissions for that account are in effect.
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‘he Microsoft FTP Server Service 7of12
Administering the FTP Server Service

Controlling the FTP Server and User Access

A network administrator can control several of the FTP Sewer oonfiguration variables. One such

variable, Maximum Connections. can be set by using the Network option in Control Panel to define
a value between 0 and 50. Any value from 1 to 50 restricts concurrent FTP sessions to the value
specified. A value of0 allows unlimited connections to be established to the FTP Sewer until the
system exhausts the available memory.

You can specify a custom message to be displayed when the maximum number of concurrent
connections is reached. To do this, enter a new value for MaxC|ientsMessage in the Registry, as
described in “Advanced Configuration Parameters for FTP Sewer Service" later in this chapter
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I Using the Microsoft FTP Server Service 8of12
Administering the FTP Server Service

Annotating Directories

You can add directory descriptions to inform FTP users of the contents of a particular directory on
the sewer by creating a file called -FTPSVC~.CKM in the directory that you want to annotate.

Usually you want to make this a hidden file so directory listings do not display this file To do this,
use File Manager or type the command attrlb +h -ftpsvc-.ckm at the command prompt.

Directory annotation can be toggled by FTP users on a user-by-user basis with a built-in.
site-specific command called ckm On most FTP client implementations (including the
Windows NT FTP client), users type a command at the command prompt similar to quote site
ckm to get this effect‘

You can set the default behavior for directory annotation by setting a value for

Annotateblrectorles in the Registry, as described In "Advanced Configuration Parameters for
FTP Sewer Service" later in this chapter.
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Administering the FTP Server Service

Changing Directory Listing Format

Some FTP client software makes assumptions based on the formatting of directory list
information. The Windows NT FTP Server provides some flexibility for client software that requires
directory listing similar to UNIX systems. Users can use the command dirstyle to toggle directory
listing format between MS-DOSslyle (the default) and UNlX—style listings. On most FTP client
implementations (including the Windows NT FTP client), users type a command at the command
prompt similar to quote site dirstyle to get this effect.

You can set the default style for directory listing format by setting a value for MsDosDir0utput in
the Registry, as described in "Advanced Configuration Parameters for FTP Server Service" later in
this chapter.
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the Microsoft FTP Server Service 
Administering the FTP Server Service

Customizing Greeting and Exit Messages

You can create customized greeting and exit messages by setting values for GreetingMessage
and Exltmessage in the Registry, as described in "Advanced Configuration Parameters for FTP
Server Service" later in this chapter. By default. these value entries are not in the Registry. so you
must add them to customize the message text.

Greeting and exit messages are sent to users when they connect or disconnect from the FTP
Server. When you create custom messages, you can add multiline messages of your choice‘
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Administering the FTP Server Service

Logging FTP Connections

You can log incoming FTP connections in the System event log by setting values for
LogAnonymous and LogNonAnonymous in the Registry. as described in "Advanced
Configuration Parameters for FTP Server Service" later in this chapter. By defauit. these value

entries are not in the Registry‘ so you must add them to log incoming connections.

You can specify whether event log entries are made for both anonymous and nonanonymous
users connecting to the FTP Server. You can view such entries in the System event log by using
Event Viewer,
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the Microsoft FTP Server Service

 Advanced Configuration Parameters for

FTP Server Service
 

This section presents configuration parameters that affect the behavior of the FTP Server service
and that can be modified only through Registry Editor. After you modify any of these value entries,
you must restart the FTP Server service for the changes to take effect.

(-

You can impair or disable Windows NT if you make incorrect changes in the Registry while using

Registry Editor. Whenever possible, use administrative tools such as Control Panel to make
configuration changes, rather than using Registry Editor, If you make errors while changing values
with Registry Editor, you will not be warned, because Registry Editor does not recognize semantic
errors.

To make changes to the FTP Server service configuration using Registry Editor

‘I. Run REGEDT32.E><E from File Manager or Program Manager, or at a command prompt, type

start regedt32 and press ENTER.

When the Registry Editor window appears. you can press F1 to get Help on how to make

changes in Registry Editor.

2. In Registry Editor, click the window titled Hl(EY_LOCAL_MACHlNE On Local Machine. and

then click the icons for the SYSTEM subtree until you reach this subkey:

..\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSct\Scrviccs\Prpsvc\Paramcte rs

All of the parameters described here are located under this Registry subkey

The following describes the value entries for FTP Server service parameters that can only be set
by adding an entry or changing their values in Registry Editor. These value entries do not appear
by default in the Registry, so you must add an entry if you want to change its default value.

An notate Directories

Data type = REG_Dw0RD
Range = 0 or 1

Default: 0 (false-that is, directory annotation is off)

This value entry defines the default behavior of directory annotation for newly connected users.
Directory descriptions are used to inform FTP users of the contents of a directory on the
server. The directory description is saved in a file named -FTPSVC~,CKM, which is usually a
hidden file. When this value is 1, directory annotation is on.

Exititiessage

Data type = REG_SZ
Range = String
Default = “Goodbye."

This value entry defines a signoft message that will be sent to FTP clients upon receipt of a
quit cornrnand.

Greetingmessage

Data type = REG_MULT|_SZ
Range = String

Default: None (no special greeting message)

This value entry defines the message to be sent to new clients after their accounts have been
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validated. In accordance with Internet behavior, if the client logs on as anonymous and

specifies an identity that starts with a minus sign (). this greeting message is not sent.

LogAnonymous

Data type = REG_Dw0R0
Range = O or 1
Default = 0 (false-that is, do not log successful anonymous logons)

This value entry enables or disables logging of anonymous logons in the System event log.

LogNonAnonymous

Data type = REG_DWORD
Range = 0 or 1

Default = 0 (false-that is. do not log successful nonanonymous logons)

This value entry enables or disables logging of nonanonymous logons in the System event log.

LogFileAccess

Data type = REG_I:iwoRD

Range = 0 or 1
Default = 0 (do not log file accesses to FTPSVCLOG)

If this value is hon—zero. all file accesses are logged to the file FTPSVC.LOG in the service's
current directory (typically \systemroot\SYSTEM32). For each file opened by the FTP Server,

FTPSVOLOG will contain a single line entry in the following format:

IPAddiess username acti'on path date_tirne

'p_address is the client computers IP address

usemame is the user's name (or password for anonymous logons)

action is either "opened," "created," or "appended"

path is the fully qualified path of the file acted upon

date_ti'me is the date and time the action took place

Entries are also written to the log whenever the FTP Server starts or stops. For example:

“"""""“""""""*‘”"" FTP SERVER SERVICE STARTING Fri Apr 29 10:28:49 1994
I I lOl .l99.l73 daveo opened d:\trnp\tst.l:iat Fri Apr 29 10:29:42 I994
ll.l0l.199,l73 davco crcatcd d:\rmp\ncw.txl ' r 29 10:30:25 [994
I l.l0l.|99_ I73 daveo appcildcd d'\n-np\ncw,t Apr 29 l0:33:04 I994
**“*********** FTP SERVER SERVICE STOPPING Fri Apr 29 l0:33'08 1994

LowercaseFiIes

Data type = REG_DWORD

Range = 0 or
1DefauIt = 0 (do not map filenames to lowercase)

If this value is nonzero. all lilenames returned by the list and nlst commands will be mapped

to lowercase for noncase-preserving file systems. This mapping only occurs when a directory
listing is requested on a noncase-preserving file system. If this value is 0. case in all filenames

will be unaltered. Currently, FAT is the only noncase-preserving file system supported under

Windows NT. so this flag has no effect when retrieving listings on HPFS or NTFS partitions.

MaXC|ie'nt.sMessage

Data type = REG_SZ
Range = String
Default : “Maximum clients reached, service unavailable."

This value entry specifies the message to be sent to an FTP client if the maximum number of
clients has been reached or exceeded, This message indicates that the server is refusing
additional clients because it is currently servicing the maximum number of connections (as

spechled in the FTP Service dialog box or the Maxconnections value in the Registry).
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MsdosDir0utput

Data type = REG_DWORD

Range = 0 or 1

Default: 1 (Lrue-lhal is, directory listings will look like MS-DOS)

This value entry speclfles the default behavior for whether the output of the list command will
look like the output of the MS-DOS dir command or the output of the UNIX is command. This

value also controls the direction of slashes in paths sent by the pwd oommand,

when this value is 1. directory listings will look like MS—DOS listings. and the path will contain
backward slashes (\). Ifthis value is 0, listings will look like UNIX listings, and the path will

contain forward slashes (I).

The following Registry parameters can be set using the options available when configuring the FTP
Server service in the Network Settings dialog box:

AllowAnonymous

Anonymousonly

Anonymoususername

ConnectionTlmeout

HomeDirectory

Maxconnections

The following Registry parameters can be set using the options available when you select the FTP

Sewer Icon in Control Panel and then choose the Security button:

ReadAccessMask

WriteAccessMask

The ranges ol values that can be entered for arameters in Regis ' are the same as

those described in the related dialog boxes e this chapter. You e only the FTP
Server service dialog boxes to set these values.
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I Chapter 8
Using Performance Monitor with
TCPIIP Services

This chapter describes the performance counters that can be charted in Performance Monitor 50
you can track performance of the IP protocols. FTP Server service traffic, and WINS sewers.

The performance counters are described in the fotlowing topics In this chapter:

Using Performance Monitor with TCPIIP

Monitoring TCPIIP performance

Monitoring FTP Sewer service traffic

Monilonng WINS server performance

‘CHIP performance counters in Performance Monitor. you must install the SNMP
service, as escribed in Chapter 2, "Installing and Configuring Microsoft TCPIIP and SNMP."
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Using Performan-c-e Moriit-o;r with TC P/IP

Afteir elements of |Mtcrosoft TCP/-tP are installed, you can use Performance Monitor to track
performance.

I To use Performance Monitor with TCPlttP

1. In the Administrative Tools group in Program Manager, double-click Performance Monitor.

2. From the Edit menu, dhoose Add To Chart.

3. In the Computer list i.n the Add To Chart dialog box, select the computer you want to monitor.

4. In the Object list, select the ‘T-CP/tP—rela-ted process you want to monitor: FTP Server, ICMP.
IP, Network interface, TCP, UDP, or WINS Server.

5. In the Counter list, select the counters you want to monitor for each process, and then choose
the Add button.

For nntonnation about each counter, choose the Explain button. or see the definition tables
tater in this chapter.

6. When you have selected all the counters you want for a panicutar chart, choose the Done
button. '

For more information about using Performance Monitor, see Ohapter 19, "Perfoarnanoe |Monttor,“ in
the Windows NT Server System Guide. '
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Monitoring TC PIIP Performance

he difiereni elemenis ihai make up ihe TCP:n be monitoredIy in Pedomwanoe Moniior if SNMP services computer

View counters specific to TCPIIP processes

in the Add To Chan dialog box in Perfonnanoe MODIIDI’, seiect iCMP, IP. Network Inieriace,

TCP. or UDP in me Object list.

The counters for each of these object types are described in the iollowing sections.
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Monitoring TCP/IP Performance
ICMP Performance Counters

The ICMP Object Type includes those counters that describe the rates that Internet Control
Message Protocol (ICMP) messages are received and sent by a certain entity using the ICMP
protocol. It also describes various error counts for the ICMP protocol.

ICMP performance Meaning
counter

Messages Outbound Errors The number of lCMP messages that this entity did
not send because of problems discovered within
lCMP. such as lack of buffers. This value should
not include errors discovered outside the ICMP

layer. such as the inability of IP to route the
resultant datagram. In some implementations.

there may be no types of error that contribute to
this counters value.

Messages Received Errors The number of ICMP messages that the entity
received, but determined as having errors (bad
ICMP checksums. bad length. and so on).

Messages The rate at which ICMP messages are received by
Recelvedlseoond the entity The rate includes those messages

received in error.

Messages Sent/Second The rate at which ICMP messages are attempted
to be sent by the entity. The rate includes those
messages sent in error.

Messages/Second The total rate at which lCMP messages are
received and sent by the entity, The rate includes
those messages received or sent in error.

Received Address Mask The number of ICMP Address Mask Request
messages received.

Received Address Mask The number of ICMP Address Mask Reply
Reply messages received
Received Destination The number of lCMP Destination Unreachable

Unreachable messages received.

Received Echo The rate of ICMP Echo Reply messages received.
Replylsecond

Received Echo/Second The rate of ICMP Echo messages received.
Received Parameter The number of ICMP Parameter Problem

Problem messages received.

Received Redirect/Second The rate of ICMP Redirect messages received

Received Source Quench The number of ICMP Source Quench messages
received.

Received Time Exceeded The number of lCMP Time Exceeded messages
received.

Received fimestamp The rate of ICMP Timestamp Reply messages
Replylsecond received.

Received The rate of ICMP Time-stamp (request) messages
Timestamp/Second received.
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SentAddress Mask

Sent Address Mask Reply

Sent Destination
Unreachable

Sent Echo Replylsecond
Sent Echo/Second

Sent Parameter Problem

Sent Redirect/Second

Sent Source Quench

Sent ‘fime Exceeded

Sent Timeslamp

Reply/Second

Sent Timestarnp/Second

‘he number of ICMP Address Mask Request
messages sent.

‘he number of ICMP Address Mask Reply
messages sent.

‘he number of ICMP Destination Unreachable

messages sent.

‘he rate of ICMP Echo Reply messages sent.

‘he rate of ICMP Echo messages sent.

‘he number of ICMP Parameter Problem

messages sent.

The rate of ICMP Redirect messages sent.

‘he number of ICMP Source Quench messages
sent.

The number of ICMP Time Exceeded messages
sent.

The rate of ICMP Tlmestamp Repty messages sent.

The rate of ICMP ‘Fmestamp (request) messages
sent.
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Monitoring TCPIIP Performance
IP Performance Counters

The IP Object Type includes those counters that describe the rates that Internet Protocol (IP)

datagrams are received and sent by a certain computer using the IP protocol. it also describes
various error counts for the IP protocol.

IP performance counter Meaning

Datagranns The rate of input datagrams for which this entity was
Fom/arded/Second not their final IP destination that resulted in an

attempt to find a route to fon~ard them to that linal
destination. In entities that do not act as IP

Gateways, this rate will include only those packets
that were Source-Routed via this entity, when the

Source—Route option processing was successful.

Dategrams Outbound The number of output lP datagrams for which no

Discarded problems were encountered to prevent their
transmission to their destination, but which were

discarded (for example, for lack of buffer space.) This
counter would include datagrams counted in

Dalagrams Forwarded if any such packets met this
(discretionary) discard criterion.

Datagrams Outbound No The number of IP datagrams discarded because no
Route route could be found to transmit them to their

destination. This counter includes any packets
counted in Datagrams Fonrvarded that meet this "no
route" criterion.

Datagrams Received The number of input datagrams discarded because
Address Errors the IP address in their IP heeder's destination field

was not a valid address to be received at this entity.
This count includes invalid addresses (for example,

0.0.0.0) and addresses of unsupported Classes (for
example, Class E). For entities that are not IP

gateways and therelore do not tonrvard datagrams,
this counter includes datagrams discarded because
the destination address was not a local address.

Datagrams Received The rate at which input datagrams are successfully
Deliveredlsecond delivered to IP user protocols (including ICMP).

Datagran-is Received The number of input IP datagrams for which no
Discarded problems were encountered to prevent their continued

processing, but which were discarded (for example,

for tack of buffer space). This counter does not
include any datagrams discarded while awaiting
reassembly.

Datagrams Received The number of input datagrams discarded because of
Header Errors errors in their IP headers, including bad checksums,

version number mismatch, other format errors.

time-to-live exceeded. errors discovered in processing
their lP options, and so on

Datagrams Received The number of locally addressed datagrams received
Unknown Protocol successfully but discarded because of an unknown or

unsupported protocol.
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Dalagrams
Received/Second

Datagra ms Seni/Second

Datagrams/second

Fragment Re—assembly
Failures

Fragmentation Failures

Fragmented
Datagrams/Second

Fragments Created/Second

Fragments
Re-assembledlsecond

Fragments
Receivedlsecond
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The rate at which IP datagrams are received from the
interfaces, including those in error.

The rate at which IP datagrams are supplied to lP for
transmission by local IP user protocols (including

ICMP). This counter does not include any datagrams
counted in Datagrams Forwarded.

The rate at which IP datagrams are received from or
sent to the interfaces, including those in error. Any
forwarded datagrams are not included in this rate.

The number of failures detected by the IP reassembly

algorithm (for whatever reason: timed out, errors, and
so on). This is not necessarily a count of discarded IP

fragments, because some algorithms (notably RFC
815) can lose track of the number of fragments by

combining them as they are received.

The number of IP datagrams that have been discarded
because they needed to be fragmented at this entity

but could not be, for example, because their "Don‘t

Fragment" flag was set.

The rate at which datagrams are successfully
fragmented at this entity.

The rate at which IP datagram fragments have been

generated as a result of fragmentation at this entity.

The rate at which IP fragments are successfully
reassembled.

The rate at which IP fragments that need to be

reassembled at this entity are received.
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Monitoring TCPIIP Performance

Network Interface Performance Counters for TCPIIP

The Network Interface Object Type includes those counters that describe the rates at which bytes
and packets are received and sent over a network TCPIIP connection. It also describes various
error counts for the same connection

Network Interface
counter

Bytes Received/Second

Bytes Sent/Second

Bytes Total/Second

Current Bandwidth

Output Queue Length

Packets Outbound

Discarded

Packets Outbound Errors

Packets Received
Discarded

Packets Received Errors

Packets Received
Non-Unicast/Second

Packets Received
Unicast/Second

Packets Received
Unknown

Packets Received/Second
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Meaning

The rate at which bytes are received on the interface,
including framing characters.

The rate at which bytes are sent on the interface,
including framing characters.

The rate at which bytes are sent and received on the
interface, including framing characters.

An estimate of the interface‘s current bandwidth in

bits per second (bps). Forinterfaces that do not vary
in bandwidth or forthose where no accurate

estimation can be made, this value is the nominal
bandwidth

The length ofthe output packet queue (in packets.) If

this is longer than 2. delays are being experienced
and the bottleneck should be found and eliminated if

possible‘ Since the requests are queued by NDIS in
this implementation, this will always be 0.

The number of outbound packets that were chosen to

be discarded even though no errors had been
detected to prevent their being transmitted. One

possible reason for discarding such a packet could be
to free up bufler space.

The number of outbound packets that could not be
transmitted because of errors.

The number of inbound packets that were chosen to

be disfiarded even though no errors had been
detected to prevent their being deliverable lo a
higher-layer protocol One possible reason for
discarding such a packet could be to free up buffer
space.

The number of inbound packets that contained errors
preventing them from being deliverable to a

higher-layer protocol.

The rate at which non—unicast (that is. subnet

broadcast or subnet multicast) packets are delivered
to a higher-layer protocol.

The rate at which (subnet) unicast packets are
delivered to a higher-layer protocol,

The number of packets received via the interface that
were discarded because of an unknown or

unsupported protocol.

The rate at which packets are received on the network
interface.



Packets Sent

Non-Unicast/Second

Packets Sent
Unica st/Second

Packets Sentlsecond

Packets/Second
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The rate at which packets are requested to be
transmitted to non-unicast (that is, subnet broadcast

or subnet multicast) addresses by higher—|eve|
protocols. The rate includes the packets that were
discarded or not sent.

The rate at which packets are requested to be

transmitted to subnet-unicast addresses by
higher-level protocols, The rate includes the packets
that were discarded or not sent.

The rate at which packets are sent on the network
interface.

The rate at which packets are sent and received on
the network interface.
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Monitoring TCP/IP Performance
TCP Performance Counters

The TCP Object Type includes those counters that describe the rates that Transmission Control

Protocol (TCP) segments are received and sent by a certain entity using the TCP protocol. In
addition, it describes the number of TCP connections that are in each of the possible TCP
connection states.

TCP performance counter Meaning
Connection Failures

Connections Active

Connections Established

Connections Passive

COl‘il'I6CliOfiS Reset

Segments
Received/Second

Segmen ts
Retransmitted/Second

Segments Sent/Second

Segmentslsecond
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The number of times TCP connections have made a
direct transition to the CLOSED state from the

SYN—SENT state or the SYN-RCVD state, plus the
number of times TCP connections have made a direct
transition to the LISTEN state from the SYN—RCVD
state

The number of times TCP connections have made a
direct transition to the SYN-SENT state from the
CLOSED state.

The number of TCP connections for which the current
state is either ESTABUSHED or CLOSE-WAiT.

The number of times TCP connections have made a
direct transition to the SYN-RCVD state from the
LISTEN state.

The number of times TCP connections have made a
direct transition to the CLOSED state from either the
ESTABLISHED state or the CLOSE-WAIT state.

The rate at which segments are received, including
those received in error. This count includes segments
received on currently established connections.

The rate at which segments are retransmitted, that is.
segments transmitted containing one or more
previously transmitted bytes.

The rate at which segments are sent, inciuding those
on current connections, but excluding those
containing only retransmitted bytes.

The rate at which TCP segments are sent or received
using the TCP protocol.
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Monitoring TCP/IP Performance

UDP Performance Counters

The UDP Object Type includes those counters that describe the rates that User Datagram
Protocol (UDP) datagrams are received and sent by a certain entity using the UDP protocol. It
also describes various error counts for the UDP protocol.

UDP performance Meaning
counter

Datagrams No Port/Second The rate of received UDP datagrams for which there
was no application at the destination port.

Datagrams Received Errors The number of received UDP dalagrams that could
not be delivered for reasons other than the lack of an

application at the destination port

Datagrams The rate at which UDP datagrams are delivered to
Received/Second UDP users.

Datagrams Sent/Second The rate at which UDP datagrams are sent from the
entity.

Datagrams/Second The rate at which UDP datagrams are sent or
received by the entity.
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onitoring FTP Server Traffic 
en you install the FTP Sewer services. the necessary software is also installed so that you
monitor and graph various FTP Server statistics using Performance Monitor. Using

rformance Monitor to view activity on remote Windows NT systems makes FTP Sewer
inistration more convenient when you are administenng multiple Windows NT FTP Servers.

view counters specific to the FTP Server service

in the Performance Monitor window, select FTP Server in the Object fist.

The FTP Sewer performance counters are cleared each time you start and stop the FTP Server
service.

FTP performance counter

Bytes Reoeived/Second

Bytes Sent/Second

Bytes Total/Second

Connection Attempts

Current Anonymous Users

Cunent Connections

Current NonAnonymous
Users

Files Received

Files Sent

Files Total

Logon Attempts

Maximum Anonymous
Users

Maximum Connections

Maximum NonAnonymous
Users

Total Anonymous Users

Total NonAnonymous Users
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Meaning

The rate at which data bytes are received by the FTP
Sewer.

The rate at which data bytes are sent by the FTP
Server.

The sum of Bytes Senttsecond and Bytes
Received/Second. This is the total rate of bytes
transferred by the FTP Server.

The number of connection attempts that have been
made to the FTP Server.

The number of anonymous users currently connected
to the FTP Server.

The current number of connections to the FTP Server.

The number of nonanonymous users currently
connected to the FTP Server.

The total number of files received by the FTP Server.

The total number of files sent by the FTP Server.
The sum of Files Sent and Files Received. This is the

total number of files transferred by the FTP Sewer.

The number of logon attempts that have been made
to the FTP Server.

The maximum number of anonymous users

simultaneously connected to the FTP Server.
The maximum number of simultaneous connections
to the FTP Server.

The maximum number of nonanonymous users
simultaneously connected to the FTP Server.

The total number of anonymous users that have ever
connected to the FTP Server,

The total number of nonanonymous users that have
ever connected to the FTP Server.
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 Monitoring WINS Server Performance

When you install a WINS server and SNMP services. counters are automatically installed so that
you can use Performance Monitor to view WINS Server service performance.

To view counters specific to the WINS Server service

WINS performance
cou nter

Failed Ouerieslsecond

Failed Releases/Second

Group Conilicts/Second

Group

Regislrattonslsecond

Group Renewals/Second

Quenes/Seoond

Releases/Second

Successtul Quena/Second

S uccessful
Releases/Second

Total Number ol
Conflicts/Seoond

Total Number of

Registrations/Second

Total Number of
Renewals/Second

Unique Conflicts/Second

Unique

Registrationslseoond

Unique Renewals/Second
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Meaning

The total number ol tailed queries per second.

The total number ot tailed releases per second.

The rate at which group registrations received by the
WINS server resulted in conflicts with records in the
database.

The rate at which group registrations are received by
the WINS server.

The rate at which group renewals are received by
the WINS server.

The total number ofqueries per second. which is the
rate at which queries are received by the WINS
server.

The total number ot releases per second, which is
the rate at which releases are received by the WINS
SBFVBI.

The total number of successful queries per second.

The total number of successful releases per second.

The sum of the Unique and Group conflicts per
second. which is the total rate at which contticts

were seen by the WINS server.

The sum ot the Unique and Group registrations per

second. This is the total rate at which registrations
are received by the WINS server.

The sum of the Unique and Group re lions per
second. w ' ‘ rate at whi newals
are recxew server.

The rate at registrations and renewals

received by the WINS sewer resulted in conflicts
with records in me database.

The rate at which unique registrations are received

by the WINS server.

The rate at which unique renewals are received by
the WINS server.
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lnternetwork Printing with TCPIIP
Users on any Microsoft networking computer can print to direct—conneci TCPIIP printers or to
printers that are physically attached to UNIX computers it at least one Windows NT computer has
Microsoft TCPIIP printing installed.

Microsoft TCPHP printing conforms with Request for Comment (RFC) 1179.

This chapter describes how to create a TCPIIP printer when TOP/IP is installed on a Windows NT
computer and how to print to a Windows NT print server from a UNIX computer.

The topics in this chapter include:

Overview of TCP/I P printing

Setting up Windows NT for TCPltP printing

Creating a primer for TCPIIP printing

Printing to Windows NT trom UNIX clients

For complete information about working with printers, see Chapter 6. "Print Manager," in the
Windows NT System Guide,
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I lnternetwork Printimith TCP/IP Zofi
Overvi-ew of TCPIIP Printing

in a Windows NT internetwork with multiple kinds of computers and operating systems, users can
talke advantage of Microsoft TCP/IP to easily print to computers that are connected through a UNIX
computer or that are connected directly to the network (via a built-in network adapter card or
through a serial/parallel ethemet print server).

Such an Inlternetwork might include computers running Windows NT Workstation and Windows NT
Server. plus computers with only Microsoft Windows for Workgroups 3.11 or MSDOS with LAN
Manager networking software.

To take advantage of the printing capabilities of Microsoft TCP/IP, only the single W=indows NT
computer that detiines a TCP/IP printer needs to have TCP/IP installed. The other client computers
do not need to have TCP/IP installed‘ All other computers can print to the TCP/lP printers over any

protoool they share with t-he Windows NT TCP/IP print server. That is, the computer acting as the
Windows NT TICPJIP print server :must be configured with all protocols used by any clients that will
be printing to the TCP/IP printer.

Any Windows NT computer with TCP/lP printing installed can print directly to these kinds of
printers and can function as a gateway for other network users.

In the rfollowing sample configuration of a Microsolit network, all computers can connect to printers
named \lint\p1 and \\rrttp2 on the network. The Windows .NT computer with Ilvticrosoft TCP/IP
Installed created these TC P/llP printers. which consist of a direcH:onnect printer and a printer
connected to a UNIX computer. The Windows NT computer with TCPIIP is named in in this
example, and the printers are named p1 and p2, respectively.

 
Pniriting to '-l’-CP/lP or UNIX Printers Using Microsoft TCP/=||P
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Setting Up Windows NT for TCPIIP Printing

Any Windows NT computer can be used to create a TCPIIP primer if Microsofl TCPIIP is installed

with TCP/lP printing support.

To configure a Windows NT computer for TCPIIP printing

1. Start the Network option in Control Panel. When the Network Settings dialog box appears.

choose the Add Software button to display the Add Network Software dialog box.

2. Select TCPIIP Protocol And Related Components in the Network Software list box, and then
choose the Continue button.

3. In the Windows NT TCPIIP Installation Options dialog box, check the TCPIIP Network Printing
Support option.

it Microsoft TCP/lP is not already installed on this computer, check the other options you

want, as described in Chapter 2, "Installing and Configuring Microsoft TCPIIP and SNMP."

4. Choose the OK button. Windows NT Setup displays a message asking for the full path to the

Windows NT distribution files. Provide the appropriate location, and choose the Continue
button.

All necessary files are copied to your hard disk,

5. It the Enable Automatic DHCP Configuration option is not checked in the Windows NT TCPIIP

installation Options dialog box. you must complete all the required procedures for manually

configuring TCPIIP as described in "Configuring TCPIIP" in Chapter 2.

When the Network Settings dialog box reappears after you finish configuring TCPIIP. choose
the Close button. and then restart your computer for the changes to take effect.

You can now create a TCPIIP printer on this \Mndows NT computer.
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 ith TCP/IP

reating a Printer for TCPIIP Priinting

te rnetwork Printin  

  

 
 

u can use Print Manager to create a TC!F'/IP printer in the same way that you create any printer
e used on a Windows NT netwcrrtk. You need the following intonnation to create a TCP/IP
ter:

The IP identifier ofthe host where the printer is connected. This can be the DNS name or the

P address. A direct-connect printerihas its own IIP identifier For a printer connected to a UNtX
computer, this is the computers IP identifier.

The printer name as it is identified -on the host. This is the name defined on the UNIX computer
or the name defined by the manufacturer for the direct-connect printer.

e computer where you create the TCF’/iP printer must have 'i'CPriP tnstatied arnd configured with
TCIP/IP Network Printing Support option, as described i.n Chapter 2.

create a TCPIIP printer

1. From the Printer menu in Print Manager, choose Create Printer.

 
2. In the Printer Name box of the Create Printer dialog box, type a name of up to 32 characters

This name appears in the title bar of the printer window, and Windows NT users see this name
when connecting to this printer if it is shared.

This name can be the same as the printer name as it is_ied on the printer's UNIX host,
but it does not have to be.

For a direct-oonnect printer, see the hardware documentation to find the name by which the
network printer identifies the print queue.

3. in the Driver list. select the appropriate driver and. optionally, type text t-o inform network users
about the printer in the Description box.

4. In the Print To box, select Other to display the Print Destinations dialog box.
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5. In the Available Print Destinations list, select LPR Pnitnt Monitor, and then choose OK

 
6. in the Name Or Address Of|Host Providing LPD box of the Add LPR Compatible Printer dialog

box, type the DNS name or IP address of the host for the printer you are adding.

This can be the DNS name or IP address of the direct-connect TCP/IP printer or of the UNIX

computer to which the printer is connected. The DNS name can be the name specified for the
ho.st in the HOSTS file.

LPR stands for Line Printing -utility, and LPD stands for Line Printing Daemon, which is how
these elements are known on UNIX.

7. in the Name Of Prin.ter On That Machine box, type the name of the printer as it is identified by
the host, which is either the -direct—connect printer itselfor the UNIX computer.

For example, you rmjght have a UNIX computer running the print server component (Ipd) with
which the TCP/IP pninter you are creating will interact. If Ipd recognizes a printer attached to
the UNIX computer by the name Crisp. the name you should type in this box is Crisp.

For a direct-connect iprinter, this is whatever name was used to create the printer wihile
mnning Ipd.

8. when the Create Printer dialog box reappears. check the share This Printer On The Network

option it this definition is being created on a Windows NT computer that witt serve as a print

server for other users to access this printer.
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9. By default, in the Share Name box. Printer Manager creates a shared resource name that is

compatible with M3-lDOSbased oomzputers. You can edit this name, which users will see

when browsing to find this printer on the network.

10. Optionally, in the Location box. you can type information about where this printer is located.
Users can see this location information when they connect to the printer.

11 Complete any other coinfiguration information in the Create Printer dialog box, as described in

Chapter 6 ofthe Windows NT System Guide, and then choose the OK button.

In P.rint Manager, the printer name you specified in the Create Printer dialog box appears in the

title ibar of the printer's window. For client computers configured with Microsoft Network Client
version 2.0 for MS-DOS. users will see only the Shared name. not the printer name. Users who
connect to this TCP/IP printer can select it and print to it from applications like any other printer.
Jeers and admiinistrators can use Print Mainager to secure and audit the use of the printer and
change its properties.
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Tip

You can use the Ipr connectivity utility at the command prompt to .print a iite to a host running an
LPD server. You can also use the Ipq diagnostic utility to obtain the statu-s of a print queue on a
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host running the LPD server. For information, see the entries for lpr and lpq in Chapter 11,
"Ulilitlas Reference."
 T
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I lnternetwork Printim with TCP/[P 5of5
Printing to Windows NT from UNIX Clients

The Lpdsvc service is the server side of TCPIlP printing for UNIX clients. if any UNlX clients on the
network want to print to a printer connected to a Windows NT computer, this service needs to be

running on the Windows NT computer so it can accept requests from the UNIX clients. The Lpcisvc
service supports any print format, including plain-text. it does not perform gny additional
processing.

start or stop the Lpdsvc service

At the command prompt, type net start lpdsvc or net stop lpdsvc and press Enter,

Or

in Control Panel, choose the Services option, Then select Lpdsvc in the Service list and
choose the Start button.

On the UNIX computer, you can use the Windows NT printer by typing a command such as the
following:

lpr -S NTHost -P LpdPn'nter myilietxt

Where:

NTHost is the Windows NT Server running the Lpdsvc service This Windows NT computer
should be listed in the HOSTS file on the UNl)< computer or on the DNS server

LpdPn‘nter is the name of the printer created on NTHosf.

myfile.ixt is the file to be printed.

The Lpcisvc service is independent of the Lpnnon service. The Lprmon service runs automatically
to allow a Windows NT computer (and all clients who can access this computer) to print to a
printer connected to a UNIX system, as described in the previous section
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Troubleshooting TCP/IP
The following diagnostic utiiiues included with Microsoft TCP/1P can be used to iind solutions to
TCP/IP networking problems.

Utility

arp

hostname

ipconfig

nbtstat

netstat

Ping

tra cert

Usage

View the ARP (address resolution protocol) table on the local
computer to detect invalid entries.
Print the name of the current host.

Display current TCP/IP network configuration values. and
update or release TCP/1P network configuration values.

Check the state of current NetBlOS over TC P/IP connections,

update the LMHOSTS cache, and determine the registered
name and scope ID.

Display protocol statistics and the state of current TCP/IP
connections

Verify whether TCP/IP is configured correctly and that a remote
TCP/IP system is available.

Check the route to a remote system.

For complete details about the utilities included with Windows NT, see Chapter 11, "Utilities
Reference." See also the online Command Reference.

These other Windows NT tools can be used for TCP/IP troubleshooting:

Microsoft SNMP service, to supply statistical information to SNMP management systems. as

described in Chapter 2, "Installing Microsoft TCP/IP and SNMP."

Event Viewer, to track errors and events, as described in the Event Viewer chapter in the

System Guide.

Performance Monitor, to analyze TCP/IP. FTP, and WINS sewer performance, as described in

Chapter 8, "Using Performance Monitor with TCP/IP Servtces." (Microsofl SNMP must be
installed if you want to monitor TCP/lP.)

Registry Editor, to browse and edit Registry parameters, as described in READMEWRI in

your \systemroot directory.
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 TCPIIP

Troubleshooting IP Configuration

liyou have trouble installing Microsoft TCP/IP on your computer. follow the suggestions in the
error messages. You can also use the ping utility to Isolate network hardware problems and
incompatible configurations, allowing you to verify a physical connection to a remote computer

 2of9

Use the ping utility to test both the host name and the IP address of the host. For the syntax and
description of the ping command. see Chapter 11. "Utilities Reference.“

I To test TCPIIP using the ping utility

1. It the computer was configured using DHCP, use lpconflg to learn the IP address.

2, Use ping to check the loopback address by typing plng 127.0.0.1 and pressing ENTER at the

command prompt. The computer should respond immediately.

if ping is not found or the command fails. check the event log with Event Viewer and look for
problems reported by Setup or the TCP/lP service.

3. To detemiine whether you configured IP properly, use ping with the IP address of your

computer, your default gateway, and a remote host.

If you cannot use plng successfully at any point. check the following:

The computer was restarted after TOP/lP was installed and configured

The local computer's IP address is valid and appears correctly in the TCP/tP Configuration

dialog box

The IP address of the default gateway and remote host are correct

IP routing is enabled and the link between routers is operational

ou can use ping to connect to other Windows NT computers on a different subnet but cannot
ect through File Manager or with net use llsen/ertshare, check the following:

The computer is WlNS—enab|ed (if the network includes WINS servers).

The WINS server addresses are correct, and the WINS servers are functioning.

The correct computer name was used.

The target host uses NetBlOS. If not. you must use FTP or Telnet to make a connection; in
this case. the target host must be configured with the FTP server daemon or Telnet sewer

daemon, and you must have correct permissions on the target host.

The scope ID on the target host is the same as the local computer.

A router exists between your system and the target system.

LMHOSTS contains correct entries, so that the computer name can be resolved. For more

information. see "Troubleshooting Name Resolution Problems" later in this chapter

The computer is not configured to use WINS.
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Troubleshooting IP Configuration

Troubleshooting Name Resolution Problems

If the 1P address responds but the host name does not when you use ping, you have a name

resolution problem. In this case, use the lollowing lists of common problems in name resolution to
find solutions.

Name Resolution Problems in HOSTS

These problems can occur because of errors related to the HOSTS file:

The HOSTS file or DNS do not oontain the particular host name.

The host name in the HOSTS tile or ln the command ls misspelled or uses different

capitalization (Host names are case-sensitive)

An invalid IP address is entered for the host name in the HOSTS file.

The HOSTS file contains multiple entries lor the same host on separate lines.

A mapping for a computer name—to-IP address was mistakenly added to the HOSTS file
(rather than LMHOSTS).

me Resolution Problems in LMHOSTS

se problems can occur because olerrors related to the LMHOSTS llle:

The LMHOSTS file does not contain an entry for the remote server.

The computer name in LMHOSTS is misspelled. (Notice that LMHOSTS names are converted

to uppercase.)

The lP address for a computer name in LMHOSTS is not valid.
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Troubleshooting IP Configuration

Troubleshooting Other Connection Problems

In addition to ping, the other diagnostic utilities such as netstat and nbtstat can be used to find
and resolve connection problems. Although this is not a oomplete list, these examples show how
you might use these utilities to track down problems on the network.

determine the cause of Error 53 when connecting to a sewer

If the computer is on the local subnet, confirm that the name is spelled comectly and that the

target computer is running TCP/IP as well. It the computer is not on the local subnet, be sure
that its name and IP address mapping are available in the LMHOSTS file or the WINS
database

Error 53 is retumed if name resolution fails for a particular computer name.

It‘ all TCP/IP elements appear to be installed properly, use ping with the remote computer to

be sure that its TCP/IP software is working.

determine the cause of long connect times after adding to LMHOSTS

Because this behavior can occur with a large LMHOSTS file with an entry at the end ofthe

file, mark the entry in LMHOSTS as a preloaded entry by following the mapping with the #PRE
tag. Then use the nbtstat -R command to update the local name cache immediately.

Or

Place the mapping higher in the LMHOSTS file.

As discussed in Chapter 6, the LMHOSTS file is parsed sequentially to locate entries without

the #PRE keyword, Therefore, you should place frequently used entries near the top of the file
and place the #PRE entries near the bottom.

determine the cause of connection problems when specifying a sewer name

Use the nbtstat —n command to determine what name the server registered on the network.

The output of this command lists several names that the computer has registered. A name
resembling the computer's computer name should be present. If not, try one of the other
unique names displayed by nbtstat.

The nbtstat utility can also be used to display the cached entries for remote computers from

either #PRE entries in LMHOSTS or recently resolved names. If the name the remote
computers are using for the sewer is the same, and the other computers are on a remote

subnet, be sure that they have the computer's mapping in their LMHOST8 files.

determine why only IP addresses work for connections to foreign systems but not host
names

‘I. Make sure that the appropriate HOSTS file and DNS setup have been configured for the

computer by checking the host name resolution configuration using the Network icon in
Oontrot Panel and then choosing the DN5 button in the TCP/IP Configuration dialog box.

2. If you are using a HOSTS file. make sure that the name oi the remote computer is spelled the

same and capitalized the same in the file and by the application using it.

3. If you are using DNS, be sure that the IP addresses of the DNS servers are correct and in the
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proper order. Use plng with the remote computer by typing both the host name and IP
address to determine whether the host name is being resolved properly.

determine why a TCPnP connection to a remote computer is not working properly

Use the nemtat -a command to show the status of all activity on TCP and UDP ports on the

local computer.

The state of a good TCP connection is usually established with 0 bytes in the send and

receive queues. If data is blocked in either queue or it the state is irregular. there is probably a
problem with the connection. If not, you are probably experiencing network or application
delay.
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Troubleshooting Other Problems

This section presents some possible TCPIIP symptoms with recommendations for using the
diagnostic utilities to determine the source of the problems
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  roubleshooting Other Problems

roubleshooting the FTP Server Service

determine whether the FTP Server service is installed correctly

Use ftp on the local computer by typing the IP loopback address from the command line; for

example, type ftp 127.U.0.1 and press EN'|ER_

The interaction with the server locally is identical to the interaction expected for other

Windows NT (and most UNIX) clients. You can also use this utility to determine whether the
directories, perrnissions. and so on are configured properly tor the FTP Server service.
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Troubleshooting Other Problems

Troubleshooting Telnet

To determine why the banner displayed with Telnet identifies a different computer, even

when specifying the correct IP address

1. Make sure the DNS name and hosts table are up to date.

2. Make sure that two computers on the same network are not mistakenly configured with the
same IP address.

The ethernet and IP address mapping is done by the ARP (address resolution protocol)
module, which believes the lirst response it receives. Therefore, the impostor computers reply

sometimes comes back before the intended computers reply.

These problems are difficult to isolate and track down. Use the arp -g command to display

the mappings in the ARP cache, if you know the ethernet address for the intended remote
computer, you can easily determine whether the two match If not, use arp -d to delete the

entry‘ then use ping with the same address (forcing an ARP), and check the ethernet
address in the cache again by using arp -g.

Chances are that if both computers are on the same network, you will eventually get a
different response. If not, you may have to filter the traffic from the impostor host to determine
the owner or location ol the system.
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roubleshooting Other Problems

oubleshooting Gateways
  

determine the cause of the message, "Your default gateway does not belong to one of

configured interfaces..." during Setup

Find out whether the default gateway is located on the same logical network as the

computers network adapter by comparing the network ID portion of the default gateways IP
address with the network |D(s) of any of the oomputer's network adapters

For example. a computer with a single neb/vork adapter mnfigured with an IP address of
10254 0 ‘I and a subnet mask of 255255.00 would require that the default gateway be of the
form 102.54.a.b because the network ID portion ofthe IP interface IS 102.54.
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Troubleshooting TCP/IP Database Files

The following UNIX-style database tiles are stored in the \systemroot\SYSTEM32\DRlVERS\ETC
when you install Microsoft TCP/IP:

Filena me Use

HOSTS Provides hostname-to—|P address resolution for Windows

Sockets applications
LM HOSTS Provides NetB|OS name-tc»lP address resolution for Windows

networking
NETWORKS Provides network name-to-network ID resolution for TCPllP

management

PROTOCOLS Provides protooot name—to-protocol ID resolution for Windows

Sockets applications

SERVICES Provides service name-to-port ID resolution for Windows
Sockets applications

To troubleshoot any of these files on a local computer:

Make sure the format of entries in each file matches the formal defined in the sample file

originally installed with Microsoft TCP/1P

Check for spelling or capitalization errors.

Check for invalid lP addresses and identifiers.
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Utilities Reference

This chapter is a reference for using Microsoft TCP/IP utilities, which provide diagnostic and
connectivihi utilities for network and connectivity administration These client utilities are provided
for tile transfer, terminal emulation, and network diagnostics. Besides the connectivity support built

into Vwndows NT, some third-party vendors are developing advanced connectivity utilities such as
X Window servers. Network File System (NFS) implementations, and so on.

Diagnostic oommands help you detect TC P/IF’ networking problems. Connectivity commands
allow users to interact with and use resources on non-Microsoft hosts such as UNIX workstations.

The following commands are included:

stic commands: arp, hostname, ipcontig, lpq, nbtstat, netstat, ping, route, and

lvlty commands: finger, ftp. Ipr, rcp, rexec, rsh. telnet, and tftp

svc, rexec, and telnet utilities all rely on password authentication by the remote
computer. Passwords are not encrypted before being sent over the network. This allows another
user equipped with a network analyzer on the same network to steal a users remote account

password. For this reason, it is strongly recommended that users of these utilities choose different
passwords for their Windows NT workgroup, workstation, or domain from the passwords used on

systems they are connecting to that are not Microsoft systems. All passwords used by Windows
networking services are encrypted.

get help on TCPIIP utllltles

At the command prompt, type the command name with -?. For example, type nbtstat-? to

get help on this command.

Or

1. in the Program Manager Main group, double-click the Windows NT Help icon.

2. In the Windows NT Help window, click the Command Reference Help button.

3. In the Commands window, click a command name.

Or

Choose the Search button in the Command Reference window, and then type a command
name in the box or select a command name from the list.

—

Switches used in the syntax for TCPIIP commands are case-sensitive. For example. for nbtstat,
the switch -R has a different effect from the -r switch.
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arp

This diagnostic command displays and modifies the IP-to-Ethemet or Token Ring physical
address translation tables used by the Address Resolution Protocol (ARP).

Syntax

arp -a finet_addr| [-N [if_addr|]arp -d inet_ao‘dr {il_addr]arp 5 inet_addrether_addr i‘rf_addr]

Parameters
-a

Disp current ARP entries by querying TCPIIP. I ’ t_addr is specified. only the IP and
phy addresses for the specified computer are yed.

-d

Deletes the entry specified by i'nel_eddr.
-5

Adds an entry in the ARP cache to associate the IP address i‘net_addr with the physical
address ether_addr. The physical address is given as 6 hexadecimal bytes separated by
hyphens. The IF‘ address is specified using dotted decimal notation. The entry is permanent,
that is‘ it will not be automatically removed lrom the cache after the timeout expires.

-N [i!_eddr|
Displays the ARP entries for the network interface specified by i'f_addr.

ether_addr

Specifies a physical address.

i't‘_addr
Specifies, it present, the IP addres ' tertace whose address translation table should be
modified. It not present, the first ap nterlaoe will be used.

ins-l_eddr

Specifies an IP address in dotted decimal notation.
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finger

This connectivity command displays information about a user on e specified system running the
Finger service. Output varies based on the remote system.

Syntax

finger[4][uSed@2hOS!L”]

Parameters
-l

Displays information in long list format: not supported on all remote systems.
user

Specifies the user you want information about Omit the user parameter to display information
about all users on the specified host

@host

Specifies the host name or the IP address ofthe remote system whose users you want
information about.
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This connectivity command transfers files to and from a computer running an FTP service. Ftp can
be used interactively or by processing ASCH text files.

Syntax

ftp i-V] [41] l-il [<1] [9] [host] [-51 Wenamel

Parameters
-v

Suppresses display of remote server responses.

Suppresses autologon upon initial connection.

Turns oft interactive prompting during multiple file transfers.

Enables debugging, displaying all ftp commands passed between the client and server.

Disables filename globbing, which pemnits the use of wildcard characters in local file and path
names. (See the glob command in the online Command Reference.)

host‘

Specifies the host name or IP address of the remote host to connect to.

-s: iiiename

Specifies a text file containing ftp commands; the commands will automatically run after ftp
starts. Use this switch instead of redirection (>).

The following table shows the ftp commands available when the FTP service is installed on a

Windows NT computer. For details about syntax for individual ft-p commands, choose the ftp
commands topic in the Commands list in Command Reference.

FTP Commands in Windows NT

Command Purpose

I Runs the specified command on the local computer.

‘.7 Displays descriptions for ftp commands. ? is identical to help.

append Appends a local file to a file on the remote computer using the

current file type setting.

ascli Sets the file transfer type to ASCII, which is the default.

bell Toggles a bell to ring after each file transfer command is

completed. By default, the bell is off.

binary Sets the file transfer type to binary.

bye Ends the FTP session with the remote computer and exits ftp.

ed Changes the working directory on the remote computer.
close Ends the FTP session with the remote server and returns to the

command interpreter.

debug Toggles debugging. When debugging is on, each command
sent to the remote computer is printed, preceded by the string
—-—>. By delautt, debugging is off.

delete Deletes files on remote computers.

dir Displays a list of a remote directory‘s files and subdirectories.

disconnect Disconnects from the remote computer, retaining the Ftp prompt.
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get

glob

hash

help
lcd

literal

ls

mdelete

mdir

mget

mkdir

-mls

mput

open

prompt

put

pwd

quit

quote

FECV

remotehelp
rename

rmdir

send

status

trace

type
user

verbose

Copies a remote file to the local computer using the current file
transfer type.

Toggles filename globbing, Globbing permits use of wildcard

characters in focal file or path names. By default, globbing is on.

Toggles hash-sign (#) printing for each data block transferred.

The size of a data block is 2048 bytes. By default, hash-sign
printing is off.

Displays descriptions for ftp commands.

Changes the working directory on the local computer. By
default, the current directory on the local computer is used.

Sends arguments, verbatim, to the remote FTP server. A single
FTP reply code is expected in return.

Displays an abbreviated list of a remote directory's files and
subdirectories.

Deletes files on remote computers.

Displays a list of a remote directory's files and subdirectories.
Mdir allows you to specify multiple files.

Copies remote files to the local computer using the current file
transfer type.

Creates a remote directory.

Displays an abbreviated list of a remote directory's files and
subdirectories.

Copies local files to the remote computer using the current file
transfer type.

Connects to the specified FTP server.

Toggles prompting. Ftp prompts during multiple file transfers to
allow you to selectively retrieve or store files; mget and mput
transfer all files if prompting is turned off. By default, prompting
is on.

Copies a local file to the remote computer using the current file
transfer type.

Displays the current directory on the remote computer.

Ends the FTP session with the remote computer and exits ftp.

Sends arguments, verbatim, to the remote FTP server. A single
FTP reply code is expected in return. Quote is identical to
literal.

Copies a remote file to the local computer using the current file
transfertype. Recv is identical to get.

Displays help for remote commands.
Renames remote files.

Deletes a remote directory.

Copies a local file to the remote computer using the current file
transfer type. Send is identical to put.

Displays the current status of FTP connections and toggles.

Toggles packet tracing; trace displays the route of each packet
when running an ftp command.

Sets or displays the file transfer type.

Specifies a user to the remote computer.

Toggles verbose mode. If on, all ftp responses are displayed;
when a file transfer completes, statistics regarding the
efficiency of the transfer are also displayed. By default, verbose
is on.
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hostname

This diagnostic command prints the name of the current hosl.

Syntax
hostname
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ipconfig

This diagnostic command displays all current TCP/IP network configuration values. This command
is of particular use on systems running DHCP, allowing users to determine which TOP/IP
conliguration values have been configured by DHCP, With no parameters, lpconfig displays all of
the cuanrenlt TCPIIIP configuration values, including IP address. subnet mask, and WINS and DNS

configuration.

Syntax

lipconflg [iall | /renew [adapter] I lnel-ease [adapierfl]

lP.aran1.ate:rs
all

Produces a full display. Without this switch. ipconfig displays only the IP address, subnet
mask, and default gateway values for each network card.

relnew [adapter]

Renews DHCPoonfiguraiion palranneters. This option is available only on systems running the
DHCP Client service. To specify an adapter name. type the adapter name that appears when

you use ipconfig without parameters. For example, in the illustration above. the adapter
name is l_ance1.

release [adapter]

Releases the current DHCP configuration. This option disables TCP/JP on the local system
and is available -only on DHCP clients. To specify an adapter name‘ type the adapter name
that appears whe.n you use ipconfig without parameters.
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Inc:

This diagnostic utility is used to obtain status of a pn'nl queue on a host running the LPD sewer.

Syntax
Ipq «SSen/er -PPr1nter[-I]

Parameters
$Server

Specifies the name of the host that has the printer attached to it.

-.PPn'ra(er

Specifies the name of the printer for the desired queue.

Specifies that a detailed status should be given.
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Ip r

This connectivity utility is used to print a file to a host running an LPD sewer.

Syn tax

Ipr -5 Server -PPfinter [C Class] [x] Jobname] fitename

Parameters

-Sserver

Specifies the name 01 the host that has the primer attached to it.

-PPn‘nter

Specifies the name of the printer for the desired queue.
CC/ass

Specifies the oontentor the banner page for the class.

«Uobname

Specifies the name of thisjob.

filename

The name of the file to be printed,
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nbtstat

This diagnostic command displays protocol statistics and current TCP/IP connections using
NetEllOS over TCP/lP.

Syntax

nbtstat [-c] [-n] [-R] [-r] [6] [-3] [Interval]

Parameters

Lists the contents of the NetB|OS name cache, giving the IF‘ address of each name.

Lists local NelBlOS names.

Fteloads the LM HOSTS file after purging all names from the NetBlOS name cache.

Lists name resolution statistics for Windows networking On a Windows NT computer
configured to use WINS, this option returns the number of names resolved and registered vla
broadcast or via WlN5.

Displays both workstation and server sessions, listing the remote hosts by IP address only.

Displays both workstation and server sessions. It ahempts to convert the remote host IP
address to a name using the HOSTS file.

interval

Redisplays selected statistics, pausing interval seconds between each display. Press ctn+c
to stop redisplaying statistics. it this parameter is omitted. nbtstat prints the current

configuration information once.
Notes

The column headings generated by the nbtstat utility have the following meanings.

In

Number ofbytes received.

Out

Number of bytes sent
lnJ0ut

Whether the connection is from the computer (outbound) or from another system to the local
computer (inbound).

Life

The remaining lime that a name table cache entry will live before it is purged.
Local Name

The local NetBlOS name associated with the connection

Remote Host
The name or IP address associated with the remote host.

Type

This refers to the Iype of name. A name can either be a Unique name or a group name.
(03)

Each NetB|OS name is ‘l6 characters long The last byte often has special significance.

because the same name can be present several times on a computer. This notation Is simply
the last byte converted to hexadecimal. For example, <20> is a space in ASCIL
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The state of NetBlOS connections. The possible states are shown in the following list:
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State

Connected

Associated

Listening
idle

Connecting

Accepting

Recon necting

Outbound

Inbound

Disconnecting

Disconnected

Meaning
The session has been established

A connection endpoint has been created and associated
with an IP address

This endpoint is available for an inbound connection

This endpoint has been opened but cannot receive
connections

The session is in the connecting phase where the

name-to—IP address mapping ofthe destination is being
resolved

An inbound session is currentty being accepted and will be
connected shortly

A session is trying to reconnect if it failed to connect on the
first attempt

A session is in the connecting phase where the TCP
connection is currently being created

An inbound session is in the connecting phase

A session is in the process of disconnecting

The local computer has issued a disconnect, and it is

waiting for confirmation from the remote system
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netstat

This diagnostic command displays protocol statistics and current TOP/IP network connections.

Syntax

netstat [~a] [-e][n][s] [-p protocol] [-r] [interval]

Parameters
-a

Displays all connections and listening ports; server connections are usually not shown.

Displays Ethemel statistics. This may be combined with the -s option.

Displays addresses and port numbers in numerical form (rather than attempting name
Iookups).

—p protocol

Shows connections for the protocol specified by protocol; protocol can be top or uclp. if used
with the s option to display per-protocol statistics, protocol can be tcp, udp. or ip.

Displays the contents of the routing table.
-5

Displays per-protocol statistics. By default, statistics are shown for TCP, UDP and IP; the -9
option may be used to specify a subset of the default.

interval

Redisplays selected statistics. pausing interval seconds between each display. Press Cti1+C
to stop redisplaying statistics. it this parameter is omitted, netstat prints the current
configuration information once.

Notes

The netstat utility provides statistics on the following network components.

Statistic Purpose

Foreign The IP address and port number of the remote computer to

Address which the socket is connected. The name corresponding to the
IP address is shown instead of the number if the HOSTS file

contains an entry for the IP address. In cases where the port is
not yet established, the port number is shown as an asterisk (').

Local Address The IP address olthe local computer. as well as the port
number the connection is using. The name corresponding to the
lP address is shown instead of the number if the HOSTS file

contains an entry for the IP address. In cases where the port is

not yet established, the port number is shown as an asterisk i").

Proto The name of the protocol used by the connection.

(state) Indicates the state of TCP connections only. The possible
states are:

CLOSED FlN_WAlT_1

SYN_RECElVED I

CLOSE_WAlT FlN_WAlT__2 SYN_SEND

ESTABLISHED LISTEN TlMED_WAlT

LAST_ACl<
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p i no

This diagnostic command verifies connections to one or more remote hosts.

Syntax

ping H] [*3] [-n count] [-I length] [-t] [-l ttt] [-v tos] [-r count] [-5 count] [[—] host-tlst] | [4<
host-Ii'st]] [-w timeout] destination-list

Parameters

~t

Pings the specified host until interrupted.
—a

Resolve addresses to hostnames.

-n count

Sends the number of ECHO packets specified by count. The default is 4.

-I length

Sends ECHO packets containing the amount of data specified by length The default is 64
bytes; the maximum is 8192.

-f

Sends a Do Not Fragment flag in the packet. The packet will not be fragmented by gateways
on the route.

-i tit

Sets the Time To Live field to the value specified by tit.
-v tos

Sets the Type Of Service field to the value specified by tos.

-r count

Records the route ofthe outgoing packet and the returning packet in the Record Route field. A
minimum of 1 to a maximum of 18 hosts must be specified by count.

s count

Specifies the timestamp for the number of hops specified by count

-j tiost—iist

Routes packets via the list of hosts specified by t7ost—Ii’st. Consecutive hosts may be

separated by intermediate gateways (loose source routed). The maximum number allowed by
IP is 9.

4( host—iist

Routes packets via the list of hosts specified by host—ti'st. Consecutive hosts may not be
separated by intemediate gateways (strict source routed). The maximum number allowed by
IP is 9.

-w timeout

Specifies a timeout interval in milliseconds.

destination-ttst

Specifies the remote hosts to ping.
Note

The ping command verifies connections to remote host or hosts by sending ICMP echo packets

to the host and listening for echo reply packets Ping waits for up to 1 second for each packet
sent and prints the number of packets transmitted and received. Each received packet is validated

against the transmitted message. By default, tour echo packets containing 64 bytes of data (a
periodic uppercase sequence of alphabetic characters) are transmitted.

You can use the ping utility to test both the host name and the IP address of the host. If the IP
address is verified but the host name is not, you may have a name resolution problem. In this

case. be sure that the host name you are querying is in either the local HOSTS file or in the DNS
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database.

The following shows sample oulputior ping:

C:\>ping ds.imernic.ne1

Pinging ds.intcrnic.nc1 [I92.20.239_132] with 32 by1cs ofdata:

Reply from l92.2D.239.l32: bytes=32 t'u'ne>=)0) ms TTL=243
Reply fmm 1 9.132: bylc§=32 r‘une=100ms TTL=243
Reply from 1 9.132: bylCF32l'iH1C=(20n‘1S TTL-243
Reply From I . 9.132: byL<—5=32 Lime=[20ms T'TL.=2d3
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rcp

This connectivity command copies files between a Window NT computer and a system running
rshd, the remote shell server. The rcp command can also be used for third-party transfer to copy
files between two computers running rshd when the command is issued from a Windows NT
computer. The rshd server is available on UNIX computers, but not on Windows NT, so the

Windows NT computer can only participate as the system from which the commands are issued.

Syntax

rcp [-a i -b] [-h] [-r] sourcei soun:e2. . sourceN destination

Parameters
-a

Specifies ASCH transfer mode. This mode converts the carriage return/Iinefeed characters to
carriage returns on outgoing files. and Iineteed characters to carriage return/Iinefeeds for

incoming files. This is the default transfer mode

Specifies binary image transfer mode. No carriage returhllinefeed conversion is pertormed.

Transfers source files marked with me hidden attribute on the Windows NT computer. Without

this option, specifying a hidden file on the rep command line has the same effect as if the file
did not exist.

Recuisively copies the contents of all subdirectories of the source to the destination. Both the
source and destination must be directories.

source and destination

Must be of the form [host[.user]:]fiiename. It the [host[.user]:] portion is omitted, the host is
assumed to be the local computer. If the user portion is omitted, the currently logged on

Windows NT usemame is used. lfa fully qualified host name is used, which contains the
period (.) separators, then the [. user] must be included. Otherwise, the last part of the
hostname will be interpreted as the username. if multiple source files are specified, the
destination must be a directory.

tithe filename does not begin with a forward slash (I) for UNIX or a backward slash (t) for

Windows NT systems. it is assumed to be relative to the current working directory. On
Windows NT, this is the directory from which the command is issued. On the remote system,

it is the logon directory for the remote user. A period (.) means the current directory. Use the
escape characters (\ , or ') in remote paths to use wildcard characters on the remote host,

Notes

Remote Privileges

The rep command does not prompt for passwords: the current or specified user name must exist
on the remote host and allow remote command execution via rcp.

The .rhosts tile specifies which remote system or users can assess a local account using rsh or

rcp. This file (or a HOSTS equivalent) is required on the remote system for access to a remote
system using these commands. Rsh and rcp both transmit the local username to the remote

system. The remote system uses this name plus the IP address (usually resolved to a host name)
or the requesting system to determine whether access is granted. There is no provision for

specifying a password to access an account using these commands.

lfthe user is logged on to a Windows NT Server domain, the domain controller must be available
to resolve the currently logged on name. because the logged on name is not cached on the local
computer. Because the username is required as part of the rsh protocol, the command will fail if
the username cannot be obtained.
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The .rhosts File

The .rhosts file is a text file where each line is an entry. An entry consists of the local host name,
the local user name, and any comments about the entry. Each entry is separated by a tab or
space, and comments begin with a hash mark (lit). for example:

compulerfi mane #This computer is in room 3 tA
The .rhosts file must be in the user's home directory on the remote computer. For more

information about a remote computers specific implementation ofthe .rhosts file, see the remote

systems documentation.

Additionally, have your host name added to the remote systems /ETC/HOSTS tile. This will allow
the remote system to authenticate remote requests for your computer using the Microsoft TCPIIP
utilities.

Specifying Hosts
Use the host,u.ser variables to use a user name other than the current user name. It hostuser is

specified with source, the .rhosts tile on the remote host must contain an entry for user. For
example.

rep r|1ino.johnb.tilet but‘t‘a1o.admin:t'tlc2

The .rhosts file on BUFFALO should have an entry for Johnb on RHINO.

If a host name is supplied as a full domain name containing dots. a user name must be appended

to the host name. as Pteviously described. This prevents the last element of the domain name
from being interpreted as a user name. For example.

rcp domain-nalTIcl . uscrzjohnm domain-r1ame2.user.billr

Remote Processing

Remote processing is performed by a command run from the users logon shell on most UNIX
systems. The user's profile or .cshrc is executed before parsing filenames. and exported shell
variables may be used (using the escape character or quotation marks) in remote filenames.

Copying Files

lfyou attempt to copy a number of files to a file rather than a directory, only the last file is oopled.

Also, the rep command cannot copy a file onto itself.

Examples

These examples show syntax for some common uses of rcp,

To copy a local file to the logon directory of a remote computer:

rcpfllename remalecompmerr

To copy a local file to an existing directory and a new filename on a remote computer:

rcpfilename remotecomputer.'/direc/ory/nelsfl/enume

To copy multiple local files to a subdirectory of a remote logon directory:

rcpflel jile2_file3 remorecompmeruubdirectoryg/ilesdirectory

To copy from a remote source to the current directory of the local computer:

rcp nemotecompuier;/ilenamrz.

To oopy from multiple files from multiple remote sources to a remote destination with different
usemames:

rcp remo/e1 .u$er’1 .1?/(II reniore2.rrscr2.ji‘le2 remotedesr des1user.'direcr0I'y

To copy from a remote system using an JP address to a local computer (where the username is
mandatory because a period is used in the remote system name):

rep 1 L10 l . l2. l .u.rer.jilt:JnamejiIename
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TBXBC

This oonnectjvity command runs commands on remote hosts running the rexecd service. Rexec
authenticates the user name on the remote host by using a password. betore executing the
specified command.

Syntax
rexec host [-I usemame] [-n] command

Parameters
host

Specifies the remote host on which to run oornmand.

-I usemame

Specifies the user name on the remote host.
-H

Redirects the inputof rexec to NUL.

command

Specifies the command to run.

Notes

R9186 Dfompts the user for a password and authenticates the password on the remote host. If the
authentication succeeds. the oomrnand is executed.

Rexec copies standard input to the remote oommand. standard output to its standard output, and

standard error to its standard error. Interrupt. quit, and tenninate signals are propagated to the
remote command. Rexec nomtatty terminates when the remote command does.

Use quotation marks around redirection symbols to redirect onto the remote host. If quotation

marks are not used. redirection occurs on the local wmputer For example, the following
command appends the remote file remotefiie to the local hie iocalfiie:

rexec oiherhost cal rcmolcfilc >> Jooziifile

The following command appends the remote file remotefiie to the remote file other/emotefilez

rcxcc olhcrhosl cut rernowfilc ">>"(iU1crrcm0tCmc

Using Interactive Commands

You cannot run most interactive commands. For example, vi or emacs cannot be run using rexec
. Use telnet to run interactive commands.
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route

This diagnostic command manipulates network routing tables.

Syntax

route [-1] [command [destination] [MASK netmask] [gatewayfl

Parameters
-f

Clears the routing tables ofall gateway entries. If this parameter is used in conjunction with
one of the commands, the tables are cleared prior to running the command.

command

Specifies one of tour commands.

Command Purpose

print Prints a route
add Adds a route

delete Deletes a route

change Modifies an existing route
destination

Specifies the host to send command.

MASK

Specifies, if present, that the next parameter be interpreted as the netmask parameter,

netmask

Specifies, if present. the subnet mask value to be associated with this route entry. if not
present, this parameter defaults to 255.255.255.255.

gateway
Specifies the gateway.
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rsh

This connectivity command runs commands on remote hosts running the RSH service. For
intormation about the .rhosts file, see the Rcp command.

Syntax

rsh host [-l usemame] [-n] command

Parameters

host‘

Specifies the remote host on which to run command.
-I usemame

Specifies the user name to use on the remote host. If omitted, the logged on user name is
used.

-n

Redirects the input of rsh to NUL.
oommand

Specifies the command to run.
Notes

Rsh copies standard input to the remote oommand. standard output oflhe remote oommand to its
standard output, and the standard error ofthe remote command to its standard error. Rsh normally
terminates when the remote command does.

Using Redirection Symbols

Use quotation marks around redirection symbols to redirect onto the remote host. if quotation
marks are not used, redirection occurs on the local computer. For example, the following
command appends the remote file remorefile to the local file localfile:

rsh othcrhost cat rcmotcfilc >> localfilc

The following command appends the remote file rernotefile to the remote file otherremotefile

rsh olhcrhust cat rernolcfilc ">>" othcrremotc file

Using Rsh on a Windows NT Sewer Domain

If the user is logged on to a Vifindows NT Server domain, the domain controller must be available

to resolve the currently logged on name. because the logged on name is not cached on the local
computer. Because the usemame is required as part of the rsh protocol, the command will fail if
the usemame cannot be obtained.
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Troubleshootin TCP/IP 1 f1

telnet

This connectivity command starts terminal emulation with a remote system running a Telnet
service Telnet provides DECw VT 100, DEC \/T 52. or TTY emulation, using connection-based
services of TCP.

To provide terminal emulation from a Windows NT computer, the foreign host must be configured

with the TCP/IP program, the Telnet server program or daemon, and a user account for the
Windows NT computer.

 ofi does not provide the Telnet server daemon (telnetd ).

Syntax
telnet [host lpoitll

Parameters
host

Specifies the host name or IP address of the remote system you want to connect to, prO\/idtng
compatibility with applications such as Gopher and Mosaic

port

Specifies the remote port you want to connect to, providing compatibility with applications
such as Gopher and Mosaic. The default value is specified by the telnet entry in the

SERVICES file. It no entry exists In the SERVICES file, the default oonnectlon port value is
decimal 23.

Notes

The Telnet application IS found in the Accessories program group after you install the TCP/IP

connectivity utilities. Telnet is a Windows Sockets-based application that simplifies TCP/IP
terminal emulation with Vlfindows NT.

Telnet

 
Double-click the Telnet icon in the Accessories program group.

Or

At the command prompt, type telnet and press ENTER.

2. From the Connect menu in the Telnet window, choose Remote System.

3 in the Connect dialog box, type the host name you want to connect to, and then choose the
Connect button.

A connection is made. and you can begin a work session.

4 To end a session, choose the Disconnect command from the Connect menu.

You can specify your preterences for items such as emulation options, the screen font, and color
by choosing Preferences from the Terminal menu. You can also use commands from the Edit
menu to select, copy, and paste text from the Clipboard. For information about Telnet options, see
the online Help.
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tftp

This connectivity oommand transfers files to and from a remote cornggr running the Trivial FileTransfer Protocol (TFTP) service. This utility is similar to ftp, but it d
authentication, although the files require read and write UNIX pen'ni

not provide user
5.

Syntax

tftp [-i] host [get | put] source [destination]

Parameters
-i

Specifies binary image transfer mode (also called octet). In binary image mode, the file is
moved literally byte by byte. Use this mode when transferring binary files.

If -i is omitted, the file is transferred in ASCII mode. This is the default transfer mode. This

mode converts the end—of-line (EOL) characters to a carriage return for UNIX and a carriage

return/linefeed for personal computers. This mode should be used when transferring text files.
If a file transfer is successful, the data transfer rate is displayed.

host

Specifies the local or remote host.

get

Transfers destination on the remote computer to source on the local oomputer.

Since the TF!icol does not support entication, the user must be logged on,and the files writable on the re-mot er.

Transfers source on the local clter to destination on the remote computer.source

Specifies the file to transfer.

put

destination

Specifies where to transfer the File.
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H Troubleshooting TCP/IP 18ot16
trace rt

This diagnostic utility determines the route taken to a destination by sending Internet Control
Message Protocol (lCMP) echo packets with varying -Live (TTL) values to the destination.
Each router along the path is required to decrementl on a packet by at least 1 before
lorwarding it. so the TTL is effectively a hop count. when the TTL on a packet reaches 0. the

router is supposed to send back an ICMP Time Exoeeded message to the source system. Tracer-t
determines the route by sending the first echo packet with a TTL of 1 and incrementing the TTL by

1 on each subsequent transmission until the target responds or the maximum TTL is reached. The
route is determined by examining the ICMP Time Exceeded messages sent back by intermediate
routers. Notice that some routers silently drop packets with expired time-to—Iive (TTLs) and will be
invisible to traced.

Syntax

tracer-t [-d] [-h maximum_hopsJ [-j host-list] [-w timeout] iarget_name

Parameters

-d

Specifies not to resolve addresses to hoslnames.

-h maxr’mum_hops
Specifies maximum number of hops to search for target.

-1‘ host‘-list

Specifies loose source route along hosuist.
-w timeout

Waits the number fieconds specified by timeout tor each reply
Notes

The following shows sample output tor tracer-t. The flrst column is the hop number, which is the
Time To Live (TTL) value set in me packet. The next three columns are the round-lrtp times in

milliseconds for three attempts to reach the destination with that TTL value. An asterisk (‘) means
that the attempt timed out. The lourih c-is the hostname (it it was resolved) and IP address
of the responding system.

C:\>Lracert ds.mternic.net

Tracing route to ds.intcn1ic.ncl [l9X.49.45. I0]
over a maximum of30 hops

l<l0ms<lOms * [i3l.lO7.i.l(l0|
2 10 ms <|0 ms I0 ms scat1|e|—gw.nwnct.nct [i92.80.l2.82]
3 " I0 rns I0ms enss ct[t92.35.180.2]
4 20 ms " [0 m5t3—3 'tns,nct [I4-0.222.88.4]
5 30 ms 30 ms 20 ms B is;s8.t3.ans.net[140.222.8.l
6 70 ms 70 ms 30 ms t3-0.ncw-york-<:nss24.t3 ansncl [l40.222.24.i]
7 80 ms Bl ms 8 ‘ .ans.net[l40222.40.l]
3 100 ms 9| ms 9 2.t‘_l.2ms.net[l40.222.32.2]
9 90m 901115 9| 6.t3.ans.nct[l40.222.32.l96]

I0 I00 ms 901113 ct[|40.222.222.l]
ll Moms 19) ms . 49.45.10]

Trace complete.
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 IB Object Types for Windows NT
is appendix lists the objects in the LAN Manager MIB ll. DHCP MIB, and WINS MIB. and
vides a brief description of each

  

 
e following MIB objects are listed in this appendix:

LAN Manager MIB II for Windows NT objects, including Common group. Sewer group.
Workstation group, and Domain group

Micnosofl DHCP objects

Microsoft WINS objects

This appendix assumes that you are familiar with network management, TCP/IP, and SNMP. It

also assumes that you are familiar with the concept of a management inforrnatron base (MIB). It
you are not familiar with TOP/IP or the Internet MIB 2, see lnlernetworking with TCP/IP by Douglas

E. Comer (Prentice Hall, 1991) and The Simple Book by Marshall T Rose (Prentice Hall, 1991).
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I MIB Obiect Txges for Windows NT
LAN Manager MIB II for Windows NT Objects

The LAN Manager MIB rl for Windows NT contains a set of objects specifically designed to

support computers running Vwndows NT. Notice that there are fewer objects In the LAN Manager
MIB II for Windows NT than the LAN Manager MIB II for 03/2 because ofdifferenoes in the
operating system.

All LAN Manager MIB ll objects apply to computers running Windows NT Workstation and
Windows NT Server.
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MIB Ob'ect T es for Windows NT 3of15

LAN Manager MIB II for Windows NT Objects

Common Group

comversionmaj {common '1}

The major release version number of the vwndows NT sottware.

comVersionMin (common 2)
The minor release version number of the Windows NT soitwarer

comType {common 3}

The type of Windows NT software this system is running

comstatstart (common 4)
The time. in seconds, since January 1, 1970.31 which time the Windows NT statistics on this
node were last cleared. The comstatstart object applies to the following statistical objects:

com5tatN um Netlos svSt.atErrorOuts

comStatFiNetlOs svStatPwErrors

comStatFcNet|Os svStatPem1Errors

svStatOpens svSt.atSysErrors

svStatDevOpens svStatSentBytes

svstauobsuueued svStatRcvdBytes

svStatS Opens svst-atAvResponse

comStatNumNettOs {common 5}
The number of network t/O operations Submitted on this node

comStatFiNetiOs {common 6)
The number of network IIO operations on this node that failed issue.

comStatFcNet:IOs {common 7)
The number of network I/O operations on this node that failed completion.

wkstastatsessstarts

wkstastats essFai|s

wkstastatuses

wkst'aStatUseFai|s

wt-<5taStatAutoRec3
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LAN Manager MIB II for Windows NT Objects

Server Group

svDescription {server 1}
A comment describing the sewer.

svSvcNumber (sewer 2}
The number of network services installed on the sewer.

svSvcTabIe {sewer 3}

A list oi service entries describing the network service installed on the server.

svSvcEntry {svSvcTable 1)
The names of the network services installed on the server,

svSvcName {5vSvcEntry 1}
The name of a Windows NT network service.

svsvclnstalledstate {svSvcEntry 2}
The installation status of a network.

svSvcOperatingStal:e {svSvcEntry 3}
The operating status of a network service.

svSvcCanBeUninstaIled {svSvcEntry 4}

indicates whether the network service specified by this entry can be removed.

svSvcCanBePaused {svsvc Entry 5)

Indicates whether the network service specified by this entry can be paused

svStats0 pen {sewer 4}
The total number offiles that were opened on the server.

svStatDev0pens {server 5)
The total number of oommunication devices that were opened on the sewer.

svStatQueuedJobs {server 6}
The total number of print jobs that were spooled on the server.

svstatsopens {sewer 7)
The number oi sessions that were started on the server.

svStatErrorOuts {server 8]
The number oi sessions disconnected because of an error on the server.

svStatF'wErrors {sewer 9)
The number of password violations encountered on the server.

svStatPermErrors {sewer 10}
The number of access-permission violations encountered on the sewer.

svSlatSysErrors {sewer 11}
The number ofsystem errors encountered on the server.

svstatsentlaytes {sewer 12}
The number of bytes sent by the server.

svStatRcvdBytes {sewer 13}
The number oi bytes received by the server.

svStatAvResponse {server 14}
The mean number of milliseconds it took the server to process a workstation I/O request (for
example, the average time an NCB sat at the server).

svSecurityMode {server 15)
The type of security running on the server.

svusers {sewer 16}
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The number of concurrent users the sewer can support.

svStatReqBufsNeeded {sewer 17}
The number of times the sewer requested allocation of additional buffers.

svStatBigBufsNeeded {sewer 18}
The number of times the sewer needed but could not allocate a big buffer while processing a
client request.

svSessionNumber {sewer 19}
The number of sessions on the sewer.

svSessionTable {sewer 20}
A list of session entries corresponding to the current sessions that clients have with the sewer.

svSessionEntry {svSessionTable 1}
A session that is currently established on the sewer.

svSesC|ientName {svSessionEntry 1}
The name of the remote computer that established the session.

svSesUserName {svSessionEntry 2}
The number of connections to sewer resources that are active in the current session.

svSesNumConns {svSessionEntry 3}
The number of connections to sewer resources that are active in the current session.

svSesNumOpens {svSessionEntry 4}
The number of files, devices, and pipes that are open in the current session.

svSesTime {svSessionEntry 5}

The length of time, in seconds, since the current session began.

svSesldleTime {svSessionEntry 6}
The length of time, in seconds, that the session has been idle.

svC|ientType {svSessionEntry 7}
The type of client that established the session.

svSesState {svSessionEntry 8}

The state of the current session. (Setting the state of an active session to deleted with

netSessionDe| deletes the client session. The session state cannot be set to active.)

svAutoDisconnects {server 21}

The number of sessions that the sewer automatically disconnected because of inactivity.

svDisConTime {sewer 22}

The number of seconds the sewer waits before disconnecting an idle session.

svAuditLogSize {server 23}

The maximum size, in kilobytes, of the sewers audit log.

svUserNumber {sewer 24}
The number of users who have accounts on the sewer.

svUserTabIe {sewer 25}
A table of active user accounts on the sewer.

svUserEntry {svUserTable 1}
A user account on the sewer.

svUserName {svUserEntry 1}
The name ofa user account.

svShareNumber {sewer 26}
The number of shared resources on the sewer.

svShareTable {sewer 27}
A table of the shared resources on the sewer.

svShareEntry {svShareTab|e 1}

A table corresponding to a single shared resource on the sewer.

svShareName {svShareEntry 1}
The name of a shared resource.

svSharePath {svShareEntry 2}
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The tocal name or a shared resource.

svsharecomment (svS|'IareEntry 3}
A comment associated with a shared resource.

svPrtntQNumber (server 28}

The number of printer queues on the server,

svPrintQTab|e {server 29)
Atabte of the printer queues on the server.

svPrin1QEntry {svPrintOTabIe 1}

A table entry Oorresponding to a single printer queue on the sewer

svPrintQName (svPrin1QEntry 1}
The name of a printer queue.

svPrintQNumJobs {svPrintOEntry 2)
The number ofjobs currently in a printer.
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LAN Manager MIB II for Windows NT Objects

Workstation Group

wkstastatsessstarts {workstation 1}
The number of sessions the workstation initiated.

wkstaStatSessFai|s (workstation 2)
The number of failed sessions the workstation had.

wkstastatuses (workstation 3}

The number of connections the workstafifl*ed.
wkstaStatUseFai Is {workstation 4)

The number of failed connections the workstation had.

wkstaStatAutoRecs (workstation 5)
The number of sessions that were broken and then automatically reestablished.

wkstaErrorLog5ize {workstation 6)
The maximum size, in kilobytes, of the workstation error log.

wl-(staUseNumber {workstation 7}
This object will always return the value 0.
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_gesfor Windows NT iii
LAN Manager MIB II for Windows NT Objects

Domain Group

domPrimaryDomain {domain 1}

The name of the primary domain to which the computer belongs.
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_Eesfor Windows NT 7of15
Microsoft DHCP Objects

Enterprises are defined in RFC 1155—SM|. Object Type is defined in RFC 1212‘ Displaystring is
defined in RFC 1213.
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Microsoft DHCP Objects

DHCP MIB Parameters

ParDhcpStartTIme {DhcpPar1}
DHCP Server start time

Pa rDhcpTotalNoOfDiscovers {DhcpPar 2}

Indicates the number of discovery messages received.

ParDhcpTotaINoOfRequcsts {DhcpPar 3}
Indicates the number oi requests received.

Pa rDhcpTotaINoOfReIeases (DhcpPar 4}
Indicates the number of releases received.

ParDhcpTotalNoOf0f1er5 (DhcpPar 5}
Indicates the number of offers sent.

ParDhcpTotalNoOfAck5 (DhcpPar 6}
Indicates the number of acknowledgments sent.

ParDhcpTotaINoOfNacks {DhcpPar 7}
Indicates the number of negative acknowledgments sent,

ParDhcpTotaINoOfDecIInes {DhcpPar 8}
Indicates the number of dedines received.
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T f rWin ows NT 9oH5

Microsoft DHCP Objects

DHCP Scope Group

ScopeTable {Dhcpscope 1}
A list of subnets maintained by the server.

sScopeTableEntry {ScopeTabIe 1}
The row corresponding to a subnet.

SubnetAdd(s3copeTab|eEmry1}
The subnel address.

NoAdd|nUse (sScopeTableEntry 2)
The number of addresses in use.

NoAddFree (sScopeTabIeEntry 3}
The number of free addresses avaitabte.

NoPendingOffers (sScopeTabIeEntry 4}
The number of addresses currently in the offer state - that Is, those that are used temporarily.
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Microsoft WINS Objects

Enterprises are defined in RFC 1155-SMI. Ob}ect Type is defined in RFC 1212. Disp|aySlring as
defined in RFC 1213.
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I MIB Oblect Tyfiei fgr fil
Microsoft WINS Objects
WINS Parameters

ParWinsStartTime {Par 1}
WiNS start time.

ParLastPScvTime {Par 2}

Most recent date and time at which planned scavenging took place Planned scavenging
happens at intervals specified In the Registry. scavenging involves changing owned
nonrenewed entries to the released state. Further. released records may be changed to

extinct records, extinct records may be deleted, and revalidation of old replicas may take
place.

ParLastATScvTime {Par 3}

Most recent date and time at which scavenging took place as a result of administrative action.

Pa rLastTombScvTlme {Par 4)

Most recent date and time at which extinction scavenging took place.

ParLastVerifyScvTime {Par 5}

Most recent date and time at which revalidalion of old active replicas took place.

ParLastPRp|Time {Par 6}

Most recent date and time at which planned replication took place. Planned replication
happens at intervals specified in the Registry.

ParLast.ATRp|Tlme -[Par 7}
Most recent date and time at which ad ministrator-triggered replication took place.

ParLastNTRpiTime {Par 8)

Most recent date and time at which network-triggered replication took place. Network-triggered
replication happens as a result of an update notification message from a remote WINS.

ParLastACTRpITime {Par 9}

Most recent date and time at which address change—triggered replication took place. Address
change-triggered replication happens when the address of an owned name changes because
of a new registration.

ParLast|nitDbTime (Par 10}
Most recent date and time at which the local database was generated statically from one or
more data files.

ParLastCounterResetTime (Par 11}
Most recent date and time at which the local counters were initialized to zero.

ParWinsTotali\io0fReg {Par 12}
Indicates the number of registrations received.

ParWinsTota||\loOfQueries (Par 13}

Indicates the number of queries received.

ParwinsTotalNo0fRel {Par 14}
Indicates the number of releases received.

ParWinsTotalNoO1SuccRel {Par 15}
indicates the number of releases that succeeded.

ParWinsTotalNoOfFai|Re| {Par 16}
indicates the number of releases that failed because the address of the requestor did not
match the address 01 the name.

ParWinsTotalNcOfSuc<:Queries {Par17}
Indicates the number of queries that succeeded.

ParWin5TotaINoO1FaiI0ueries {Par 18}
indicates the number of queries that failed.
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ParRefreshIntervaI {Par 19)

Indicates the Renewal interval in seconds (sometimes called the refresh interval).

ParTombstone|nterval {Par 20}
Indlcates the Extinct interval In seconds.

ParTomt:rstone-Timeout {Par 21}
indicates the Extinct timeout in seconds.

Parveritylnlerval {Par 22}

indicates the Verify interval in seconds.

ParVersCounterStartVa|_LowWord {Par 23}
Indicates the Low Word of the version counter that WINS should start with.

ParVersCounterStartVal_Highword {Par 24}

Indicates the High Word of the version counter that WINS should start with.

ParRplOn|yWCnfPn rs (Par 25}
Indicates whether replication is allowed with nonconfigured partners. If not set to zero,

replication will be done only with partners listed in the Registry (except when an update
notification comes in).

Parstatlcoatalnit (Par 26)
Indicates whether static data should be read in at initialization and reconfiguration time.

Update of any MIB variable in the parameters group constitutes reconfiguration,

ParLogFIag (Par 27}
lndicales whether logging should be done, Logging is the default behavior,

ParLogFiIeName {Par 28)
Specifies the path to the log file.

ParBackupDirPath {Par 29}

Specifies the path to the backup directory.

ParDoBacku pOnTe rm {Par3D}
Specifies whether WINS should perform a database backup upon termination. Values can be
0 (no) or 1 (yes). Setting this value to 1 has no meaning unless ParBackupDirPath is also
set.

Parltlligration (Par 31)
Specifies whether static records in the WINS database should be treated as dynamic records

during conflict with new name registrations. Values can be 0 (no) or 1 (yes).
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WINS Datafiles Group

DFDatafiIesTabIe {natafiles 1}
A list of datafiles specified under the \Datafi|es key in the Registry‘ These files are used for
static initialization of the WINS database.

dDFDatafi|eEntry {DFDatafiIesTab|e 1}
Data file name record.

dFDatafi|e|ndex {dDFDatafileEntry 1}

Used for indexing entries in the datafiles table. It has no other use.

dFDa1afIleName {dDFDatafi!eEnlry 2}
Name of the datafile to use for static initialization.
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WINS Pull Group

Pu|||nitTln'Ie {Pull 1}

Indicates whether pull should be done at WINS invocation and at reconfiguration. it any pull or
push group's MIB variable is set‘ that constitutes reconfiguration,

PulIComn1RetryCount(Pull 2}
Specifies the retry count in case of communication failure when doing pull replication. This is

the maximum number of retries to be done at the interval specified for the partner before WINS
stops tor a set number of replication-time intervals before trying again.

PullPnrTable (Putt 3)
A list ol partners with which pull replication needs to be done.

pPu||PnrEnlry {Fu||PnrTable 1}
The row corresponding to a partner.

Pu|IPnrAdd(pPullPnrEntry1)
The address of the remote WINS partner.

PuIlPnrSp‘fime {pPu||PnrEntry 2}

Specifies the specific time at which pull replication should occur.

P ullPnrTlmelnterval (pP u|lPnrEntry 3)
Specifies the time interval for pull replication.

PullPnrMemb9rPrec {pPullPnrEntry 4}

The precedence to be given to members of the special group pulled e
precedence of locally registered members of a special group is mor pulled
in.

PullPnrNo0fSuccRpIs (pPulIPnrEntr-y 5}
The number oitimes replication was successful with the WINS after invocation or reset of
counters‘

PullPnrNoOfCommFails {pPu||PnrEntry 6}
The number of times replication was unsuccessful with the WINS because of oommunication
failure (after invocation or reset of counters).

PuIlPnrVersNoLowWord {pPullPnrEntry 7}

The Low Word of the highest version number found in records owned by this WINS.

PulIPnrVersNoHighWord (pPullPnrEntry 8}
The High Word of the highest version number found in records owned by this WINS.
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WINS Push Group

Pushinlfllme (Push 1}

Indicates whether a push (that is, notification message) should be done at invoc"/zttion.

PushRp|0nAddChg {Push 2)

Inca whether a notification message should be sent when an addre$ changes.
PushPnrTabte {Push 3}

A list of WINS partners with which push replication IS to be Initiated.

pPushPnrEn!ry (PushPnrTab|e 1)
The row corresponding to the WINS partner.

PushPnrAdd (pPushPnrEntry 1)
Address of the WINS partner

Pu3hPnrUpdateCount {pPushPnrEn1r'y 2}
Indicates the number of updates that should result in a push message.
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WINS Cmd Group

CmdPu||Trigger {Cmd 1}
This variable when set will cause the WINS to pull replicas from the remote WINS sewer

identified by the IP address.

CmdPushTrlgger {Cmd 2}
If set, causes WINS to push a notification message to the remote WINS sewer identified by
the IP address.

Cmdoeletewins (Cmd 3)

If set. causes all information pertaining to a WINS server (data records. context information) to
be deleted from the local WINS sewer. Use this only when the owner—address mapping table

is nearing capacity. Deleting all information pertaining to the managed WINS is not permitted.

CmdDoScavenging {Cmd 4}
If set, causes WINS to do scavenging.

Cmdbostatlclnit {Cmd 5}

Ifset, WINS will do static initialization using the tile specified as the value. It 0 is specified.

WINS will do static initialization using the files specified in the Registry (filenames can be

read and written to using the Datafile table).

CmdNo0tWrkThds {Cmd 6}
Reads the number of worker threads in WINS.

CmdPriorityClass {Cmd 7)
Reads the priority class of WINS to normal or high.

CmdResetCounters {Cmd 8}
Resets the counters. Value is ignored.

CmdDeIeteDbRecs {Cmd 9}
If set, causes all data records pertaining to a WINS sewer to be deleted from the local WINS

server, only data records are deleted.

CmdDRPopu|ateTab|e {Cmd 10)
Retrieves records of a WINS server whose IP address is provided. When this variable is set,

the following table is generated Immediately.

cmdDRDataRecordsTabIe {Cmd 11}

The table that stores the data records. The records are sorted lexicographically by name. The
table ls cached for a certain time (to save overhead on WINS). To regenerate the table, set the
CmdDRPopulateTable MIB variable.

CmdDRRecordEntry {CmdDRDataRecordsTab|e 1)
Data record owned by the WINS sewer whose address was specified when
CmdDRPopuIateTable was set.

CmdDRRecordName {<:CmdDRRe<:orctEntry 1}
Name in the record.

CmdDRRecordAddre5s {cCmdDRRecordEntry 2)
Addresstes) of the record. If the record is a multihomed record or an internet group, the
addresses are returned sequentially In pairs. Each pair comprises the address of the owner

WINS sewer followed by the address of the computer or of the intemet group member. The
records are always returned in network byte order.

CmdDRRecordType {cCmdDRRecordEnuy 3}

Type of record as unique, multihomed, normal group, or internet group,

CmdDRRecordPersistenceType {cCmdDRRecor'd Entry 4}
Persistence type of the record as static or dynamic.
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CmdDRRecordSlate {CC mdDRRecordEntry 5}
State of the record as active, released. or extinct.

CmdWinsVersNoLowWord {Cmd 12}
The Low Word of the version number counter of the record.

CmdW|nsVersNoHighWord {Cmd 13}
The High Word ofthe version number counter of the record.
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Vendors

AGE Logic, Inc.

9985 Pacific Heights Blvd
San Diego, CA 92121
Phone: (619) 455-8600
Fax: (619) 597-6030
X Window software

American Computer 8. Electronics Corp.

209 Perry Parkway
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
Phone: (301) 258-9850
Fax: (301) 921-0434
Network management

Artachmale Corporation
3617 131 st Avenue SE

Betlevue, WA 98006-9930

Phone: (800) 4266283
Fax: (206)747-9924
Terrninat emulation

Beame and Whiteside
P.O. Box 8130

Dundas. Ontario L9H 5E7
CANADA

Phone: (416) 765-0822
Fax: (416) 765-0815
Terminal emulation. lite transfer, remote process execution, e-mail, NFS, network printing

Digital Equipment Corporation
Attn: Lori Heron

2 Results Way
MR02-2lD10

Marlboro. MA 01752-3011

Phone: (508) 467-7855
Fax: (508) 467-1926
excurslon, X Window server and client libraries

Distinct Corporation

14395 Saratoga Ave. Suite 120
Saratoga. CA 95070
Phone: (408)741-0781
Fax (408) 741-0795
Terrntna! emulation, {rte transfer, X Window, remote process execution, e-mart, NFS, ONC/RPC

Esker_ Inc.
1181 Chess Drive, Suite C

Foster City. CA 94404
Phone: (415) 341-9065

Fax: (415) 341-6412
Terminal emulatlon, file transfer, X Window, remote process execution, NFS
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WinVNtitan .ksc. nasa gov/pub/win3fwinvnwinvnsld90_2,zip

WS Gophersunsfrte.uncedulpub/micro/pc-stuff /ms-windows/winsock/appswsg-09g,exe

WS_Fingersunsite.uncedulpub/micro/pc-stuff Ims-windows/winsock/appswsfinger.zip

WS_FTPI'tp.usma.edu/pub/msdosws_flp,zip

WS_FTPbsunsite.unc.edu/pub/micro/pc-stuff /ms—windows/winsock/appsws_flpb zip, view.zip

WSArch1eflp.demon.co.uk/pub/ibmpclwinsock/apps/wsarchiewsarchiezi p
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